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Introduction 

Health & Medical Physics Consulting (HAMPC) was retained by the  City of Sacramento (City) to review and

evaluate data and documents submitted to City in order to determine if recently installed small cell wireless

telecommunication sites (SCS) are in compliance with current Federal Communication Commission (FCC)

exposure standards. This report documents the conclusions drawn from that review and evaluation. HAMPC

has reviewed the technical specifications and analyzed the records submitted to the City for 28 wireless

telecommunication sites in the Pocket, Greenhaven area of Sacramento. This review and analysis included the

applications to the City to install 4th and 5th generation (4G & 5G) wireless telecommunications facilities

including the modeling of maximum potential public exposures to radiofrequency (RF) emissions from each

of this sites (Attachment A-1).  In addition, HAMPC reviewed the techniques used and results obtained from

RF field measurements performed by Hammett and Edison Consulting Engineers (H&E) at each of the 28

sites. These measurements were made to determine if the sites, as currently operating, complied with the FCC

RF public exposure standard (Attachment A-2.1). These measurements were made as a precautionary measure

and included, not only the RF emissions from the SCS, but also the cumulative RF exposures from all sources

of RF energy in the environment including AM/FM/TV Satellite broadcasts and multiple other sources of RF

energy. A spreadsheet containing a summary of the site characteristics for each of the 28 locations as well as

the results from the modeling of worst case RF exposures and the results of the on-site RF measurements is

provided in Appendix I.

Executive Summary

As documented in this report, all 28 of the small cell wireless 4th and 5th generation (4G & 5G) wireless

telecommunications facilities placed in the City right-of-way, operating with the characteristics specified herein

were found to be in full compliance with Federal Communication Commission (FCC) radiofrequency (RF)

public safety exposure standard. 

• Recent RF exposure intensity measurements, performed by a highly qualified independent RF
engineering company, confirmed these systems are in compliance with existing RF FCC
exposure standards and indicated that maximum RF ground level exposures were not in excess
of 1.5% of, (i.e., 67 times lower than), the FCC RF safety standard for continuous (i.e., 24/7/365)
public exposure. 
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• Modeling of potential RF exposures based on specification provided by the wireless carrier was
performed by several independent RF engineering firms. While some firms used extremely
conservative assumptions and RF prediction models, all resulted in predicted exposures that
were substantially less than the maximum FCC public safety RF exposure limit at all publically
accessible locations.

• For the 5G sites, the results indicated that the maximum spatially averaged RF ground level
exposure will not be in excess of 6.6% of, (i.e., approximately 15 times lower than), the FCC
public safety RF exposure standard. 

• For the 4G sites, the results indicated that the maximum spatially averaged RF ground level
exposure will not be in excess of 38.5% of, (i.e., approximately 3 times lower than), the FCC
public safety standard. 

• The assumptions made for computer modeling of potential RF exposures under maximum

exposure conditions greatly overestimated the actual RF exposure anticipated from these

facilities. 

This report is based on the information available to the City at the time of its writing. Changes to any of the

RF field measurement results or technical parameters in the application documents for any of the 28 4G and

5G facilities would need to be evaluated for their impact on public and occupational exposure to RF fields and

could change the statements, recommendations or conclusions reached in this report. 

Wireless Communication Fundamentals 

Electromagnetic Radiation

A cellphone transmits and receives information “signals” embedded in undulating waves of energy in the form

of electric and magnetic (electromagnetic) fields traveling though space. These “signals” provide a two-way

link with a nearby cell site (sometimes referred to as a base station) which ultimately connects to the

worldwide telephone network and the internet. Electromagnetic radiation fields (sometimes referred to by the

initials EMR, EMF or  electromagnetic energy - EME) are produced  both naturally and artificially over a very

wide range of energies, collectively called the electromagnetic spectrum, figure 1. The most familiar form of

EME, which is produced in great quantities, both naturally (by our sun) and artificially (by light bulbs) is

visible light.  Any form of EME can be described in terms of its wavelength (ë) measured as the spatial

distance between adjacent peaks of the wave and its frequency (f ), the inverse of the time interval between

successive peaks in the wave's undulation.

EMF can also be conceptualized a individual packets of energy or “quanta” called photons who’s energy (E)

is typically expressed in units of electron-volts (eV). One eV is an extremely small quantity of energy. For

example, it would take approximately 2 million eV of energy to raise a grain of salt 3 feet off the ground. The

fundamental principle of Einsteinian relativity is that all electromagnetic radiation travels in a vacuum at the

same speed, namely, the speed of light (c) 3x108 m/sec. In 1900, Max Planck (German theoretical physicist)

showed that the energy associated with an EME wave is directly proportional to its frequency. That

proportionality constant (h) which bears his name (Planck’s constant) has a value 4.1346x10-15 eVs. Thus, for

any EM wave one can calculate its energy (E) as, E = hc/ë. The frequency and wavelength are inversely related

such that  ë = c/f.  Thus, an EMF with a 10 mm wavelength has a frequency of 30 GHz, while one with a 1mm

wavelength has a frequency of 300 GHz.  EME with wavelengths close to 1-10 mm are commonly referred

to as ‘millimeter waves’. The term, radiofrequency, refers to electromagnetic fields that extend from 3 kHz

to 300 GHz.  
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 Ionizing and Non-ionizing Radiation

On the electromagnetic spectrum, shorter wavelengths forms of EMR (i.e. higher frequencies) correspond to

higher energies while longer wavelengths (i.e. lower frequencies) correspond to lower energies forms. For

example, blue light has an energy of about 3 eV while the highest energy form of radio waves used for the 5G

wireless communication systems now being deployed is approximately 0.000173 eV (about 17, 330 times

lower in energy) than blue light. It is important not to confuse the portion of the EM spectrum with energy

below the far ultra-violet (called non-ionizing) radiation with EMR that has energies above this threshold

(called ionizing radiation). Common forms of ionizing radiation include x-rays and gamma rays. As the name

implies, ionizing radiation carries sufficient energy to eject electrons from their atoms (a process referred to

as ionization) thereby changing the way the atoms interact with one another and thus can change the chemistry

of matter. When that change is to atoms that makes up important biological molecules like DNA, the

subsequent damage can lead to short or long term adverse health effects. As with any physical and chemical

agent, whether or not there are adverse health consequences from exposure to ionizing radiation depends

(among other things) on, the magnitude of the exposure, which tissues and organs were affected and the extent

of the body’s ability to repair the damage. 

Nonionizing radiation (NIR) in the RF portion of the spectrum does not have sufficient energy to eject

electrons from their atoms. In fact, even the highest radio frequencies are thousands of times weaker than the

threshold energy required for ionization (approximately 13 eV). Safety standards for NIR in the RF portion

of the spectrum are based on avoiding behavioral disruption associated with RF induced thermal loading and

deposition of heat beyond the bodies thermoregulatory capacity to maintain homeostasis which can lead to

a rise in core temperature. 

Cellular Phones Technology

Cellular (cell or mobile) phones first became widely available in the United States in the 1990s, since then

their use has increased dramatically. The radio frequency spectrum is used for countless applications in a

modern society. The finite availability of this spectrum is controlled and allocated by the FCC.  Cellular phone

technology depends on the ability to reuse allocated frequencies at multiple locations within the same service

area. However, in order to reuse the same frequency from one cell site at another cell site, the 2nd site  must

be separated by enough distance to avoid the signals from interfering with one another. All forms of EME

(including RF waves or “signals”) decrease in intensity very rapidly as they travel away from their origin. This

rapid decrease in the intensity of (and thus exposure to) radio waves with distance is referred to as the “inverse

square law” reflecting the fact that the intensity decreases as the square of the change in distance from the

source.  Thus a doubling in distance between the source and the measurement location produces a 4 fold (1/22

= 1/4) reduction in signal “strength”. 

As depicted in figure 2, by the time an RF signal using frequency “A” leaves the service area provided by cell

site #1 and arrives at the service area where the same frequency (“A”) is being used again (i.e., the area served

by cell site #8), it is so weak that cell site #8 can “reuse” the same broadcast frequency without concern that

the signal from cell site #1 will interfere. Thus, each site becomes part of a matrix of “cells” to provide

coverage (wireless “mobile” data and telephony service) over a large area with a limited number of

frequencies. 
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The widespread use of cell phones has led to cell phone facilities being placed in many communities. These

facilities, (referred to as base stations or cell sites), have electronic equipment in a cabinet or small shed and

antennas mounted to a pole or structure (typically 20-60 feet above ground level) that receive and transmit

radiofrequency signals. As previously discussed, these base stations, transfers mobile phone user's signals to

the network or receive signals from the network that are transmitted to the user.  The coverage (range) of base

station depends on the type of facility and varies from a few miles (macro-cells) to a few blocks (micro-cells).

Antennae for macro-cell site are typically mounted on the roof or side of buildings as well as near the top of

other new and existing vertical structures. Small cell sites (SCS) are usually located on existing or replacement

light or utility poles in the right-of-way. A typical macro-cell may transmit with an input power of a many

hundred watts; a small cell typically with less than a few hundred watts, and a microcell with a few watts or

hundreds of milliwatts.  In addition, all cell sites use antennae that focus the RF emissions at the level of the

antenna parallel to the ground. The net result of these factors is that in most cases:

!  Ground level exposure from these facilities are a small fraction of Federal public RF exposure

limit.   

! Exposure decreases rapidly with distance from the antenna such that even when multi-story

buildings or changes in typography cause individuals to be in alignment with and at the same

elevation as the antenna, the distance from the antenna to the public exposure limit is typically

in the range of approximately 0-20 feet depending on the site’s antenna and power

specifications. 

! The contribution to RF exposures from other wireless facilities located on other buildings or

poles is typically a small fraction of the maximum RF exposure from the site itself. With the

exception of co-location (where the antennae from another wireless facility is located on the

same pole or building as the wireless carrier’s facility) the contribution of one cell site to

another, is typically less than 1% of the public MPE. 

4G & 5G Technical Specifications

5G is the 5th generation of wireless mobile networks, which will provide a significant improvement to the

current  4G networks in use today. In addition to improved reliability, the initial demands that are being met

by the 5G network deployment are improved  “capacity” (the ability to handle the very large growth in the

amount of data being transmitted at any given moment and number of devices communicating simultaneously)

and “coverage” which relates to the number of locations where wireless service is can be reliably be provided.

The principal advantages of 5G is that it is a “smart” more efficient technology that can send more data at

much higher speed and with much shorter latency and with less energy than previous network technology.

Latency referrers to the time it takes for one device to respond to another device over the network. Latency

of 5G can be a short as 1 millisecond (0.001 second) which is 10 and 100 times faster than previous 4G & 3G

technology respectively. The expansion of the “internet of things” (IoT) with billions of connected devices

are already placing severe capacity and coverage demands on existing 3G & 4G service in many metropolitan

areas.  5G infrastructure is planed to operate in conjunction with existing 4G networks to reduce this

congestion and anticipate future growth. A figure depicting the size, shape and mounting configuration of  5G

& 4G Small Cell Antennae are provided in Appendix II.
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5G Sites

Of the 28 locations evaluated, 20 were 5G sites and 8 were 4G sites. At each of the 5G sites the relevant RF

transmission specifications were as follows. The antenna used for 5G is Samsung model NAU110 which is

covered by a rectangular RF transparent material (referred to as a “radome”) measuring approximately 18.5

x 9.1 x 6 " (HxWxD), attachment B-1.  According to the specifications provided to the City, these antennae

will operate within a frequency range of 27.5-28.35 GHz  with a total effective radiated power (ERP) in any
one sector of up to 610 watts mounted with the bottom of the antenna between 25.7' and 28.4' above ground level
(AGL).  Eleven of the 5G sites have only one sector, while the other nine have two sectors with a minimum
azimuthal separation of 110 degrees .   

4G Sites

Of the 28 locations evaluated 8 were 4G sites. For 7 of the 8 of the 4G sites, the relevant RF transmission

specifications were as follows. The antenna used for 4G is Amphenol model CUUT360X06F which is tri-

band broad-beam canister antenna covering an azimuth of 360°. These antennae are covered by a cylindrical

RF transparent radome measuring approximately 24" x 14.6" (HxD), see Attachment B-2. According to the

specifications provided to the City, these antennae will operate with a total ERP in any one sector of up to 489

watts at approximately1,900 MHz and 659 watts at approximately 2,100 MHz. The bottom of the antenna is

designed per plan to be 30' AGL. 

For one of the eight 4G sites, (permit# REV18-0616 at 7707 Rush River Dr), the relevant RF transmission

specifications were as follows. The antenna used for site is Amphenol model CUUD120X06F which is tri-

band broad-beam canister antenna covering an azimuth of 360°. These antennae are covered by a cylindrical

RF transparent radome measuring approximately 24" x 14.6" (HxD), Attachment B-3. According to the

specifications provided to the City, these antennae will operate with a total ERP in any one sector of up to

1,270 watts at approximately1,900 MHz; 655 watts at approximately 2,110 MHz and 655 watts at

approximately 2,155 MHz.  The bottom of the antenna is designed per plan to be 30.75' AGL. 

Methodology for Assessing Public Exposure to RF from 4G & 5G Sites

RF exposure from 4G & 5G wireless facilities can be estimated by either using computer modeling or by on-

site monitoring with appropriate calibrated RF field measurement equipment. There are many theoretical

models that can be used and some of them are referred to in the FCC’s publication “Bulletin 65" from their

Office of Engineering and Technology (OET) entitled "Evaluating Compliance with FCC-Guidelines for

Human Exposure to Radiofrequency Electromagnetic Fields”, commonly referred to as “OET 65".   The

methods described in this bulletin provide different levels of conservatism  (i.e., produce results that are higher

than one would actually measure from such a facility) for estimating the maximum RF exposure to individuals

close to and at the same elevation as the antenna (i.e., near field exposures) an exposures further away such

as ground level surrounding the facility or at an adjacent building at an elevation the same, higher or lower

that the center of the antenna. 
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5G Sites Modeling Method & Results

The 5G site RF exposure estimates were performed by EBI Consulting (EBI) located at 21 B Street Burlington

MA 01803. EBI calculated (assuming worst case conditions such as maximum operating power) both the

maximum RF exposure at ground level (expressed as a percent of the FCC’s general public limit) as well as

distance from the antenna (as measured horizontally from the antenna’s transmitting surface) where the

exposure would be 100% of the public limit. For both of these calculations EBI has used the RoofView®

computer program sold by Richard Tell and Associates (10037 Long Meadow Road Madison, AL 35756)

which incorporates a version of the cylindrical model described in OET 651.

In cases where there is only a nominal difference between the elevation of the antenna relative to the location

of exposure assessment, the computer model in the RoofView® program compares favorably to more rigorous

analysis such as a method of moments. However, when there is a substantial difference between the elevation

of the antenna relative to the location of exposure assessment, (e.g. calculation of ground level exposures for

the 4G and 5G sites), this model substantially overestimates the potential exposure and does not provide a

reasonable characterization of the RF energy distribution at ground level as a function of distance from the

transmission site. As can be seen in the result of all of the RoofView® calculations, the maximum RF ground

level exposure is always located immediately adjacent to base of the structure upon which the antenna is

mounted. This is obviously not the case for directional antennae when they are mounted at any substantial

distance above ground level and the RF energy is focused towards the horizon. In this case, some of the lowest

ground level RF exposures, (certainly not the highest), would be expected to occur immediately adjacent to

the site. 

A more realistic but still conservative model for estimating ground level exposure would be to use equation

10 from the OET document. Here the specific antenna pattern of RF energy emission as a function of elevation

angle can be utilized to more closely represent the ground level exposures. Nevertheless, due to the overly

conservative assumptions necessary to use the cylindrical model to calculate ground level exposures under the

conditions previous mentioned, if a site can be shown to be in compliance with the FCC public exposure

standard at ground level using the RoofView® model, it will surely be in compliance with more accurate

prediction methods. The difference between the to methods is discussed in greater detail below with an

example utilizing a 4G site modeling of potential ground level exposures by both methods. The major

difference is that the method using the antenna vertical pattern and equation 10 from OET 65 results in a lower

percent of potential MPE located further away from the site at ground level than that predicted by cylindrical

model incorporated into the RoofView® program. 

For the 5G site located at 7701 Rush River Drive (permit REV18-0045) page S1of the site plan detail shows

the top of lower antenna 1.4' below the bottom of the upper antenna which is at 26.8' AGL. This would place

the bottom of the lower antenna at 23.4' AGL. This appears to be consistent with the photograph taken of the

site by H&E, figure 3. However page A3 of the site plan shows the bottom of lower antenna is mounted at

1U.S. Federal Communications Commission, Office of Engineering and Technology,"Evaluating Compliance with FCC-Specified

Guidelines for Human Exposure to Radiofrequency Radiation," OET Bulletin 65, Edition 97-01, August 1997, Washington, D.C.
20554 [NTIS Order No. PB86-127081]
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13.25' AGL which would be 13.45' below bottom of upper antenna. Note that EBI RF analysis pdf  pages 159

&173 show the antenna bottoms at 26.8' and 26.0' AGL, respectively. The site plans and RF analysis should

be corrected to account for lower Z (the distance from the bottom of a specified antenna to ground level) of

bottom antenna and the somewhat higher Z of the top antenna than used in the EBI analysis. Correcting for

Z using the same method as used in the EBI analysis will result in a maximum ground level exposure of 7.8%

of the public MPE.  Note that the result of these revisions will not effect overall determination of compliance

with FCC safety regulations or site compliance. 

Taking into consideration the overly conservative nature of the calculations performed by EBI and with the

exception of the error in Z (which has been corrected for at the 5G site located at 7701 Rush River Drive)  the

maximum ground level exposures for all 5G sites were calculated correctly using this model to be between

6.5% and 7.8% of the public MPE. The distance from the antenna (as measured horizontally from the antenna's

transmitting surface) where the exposure would be less than 100% of the public limit was demonstrated to be

36 inches for all locations. This assessment is reasonable, albeit conservative, considering under actual use,

the temporal and spatial beam forming characteristics of 5G antennae will likely make this stay back distance

shorter and the actual ground level exposures much lower.

4G Sites Modeling Method & Results

Seven of the eight 4G site RF exposure estimates were performed by XG Engineering, LLC (XG) located at

19200 Von Karman Ave., Suite 100. Irvine, CA 92612. XG also used  RoofView® to calculate the maximum

RF exposure at ground level. However, their assumptions of worst case conditions were even more

conservative than those used by EBI.  The principle difference was that, rather than use the distance from the

bottom of the antenna to ground level (30') for the Z component of the calculation, they specified distances

that were shorter by 6 to 14 feet (i.e., Z=24' to 16'), figure 4. This had the effect of predicting extremely

conservative overestimates of exposures at ground level which they report to be between 38.5% to 17.1%  of

the public MPE figures 5A & 5B.

If one uses a more realistic model of far field RF exposures which takes into account the actual pattern of the

antenna being used, more accurate RF exposure profiles can be generated. For example, models which

incorporate the change relative intensity of the antenna’s output (as described by its vertical pattern) as a

function of distance from the site, will be found to be much closer to, (but still overestimate) what actual

measurements would reveal under identical conditions. An example is shown in figure 5C where a far field

analysis model of the author’s construction (based on the formulas and principles in OET 65) was used to

calculate the maximum percent of the public MPE as a function of the horizontal distance from the base of

the light pole on which the antenna is mounted in the direction (azimuth) of signal propagation. As

demonstrated in  5C , not only is the maximum ground level RF exposure much lower (0.89% of the public

MPE) than projected by the use of the cylindrical model (17.1-38.5% of the public MPE), the location the

maximum exposure (135' from the base of the pole) is far more realistic for an elevated directional co-linear

array antenna than the cylindrical model which, (regardless of the antenna pattern or mounting height), always

predicts the maximum ground level exposure will occur immediately adjacent to the structure the antenna it

is mounted on. 
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A similar comparison of this method (with some modifications) is demonstrated in the ground level analysis
performed by another consultant who evaluated the eighth 4G site, located at 7707 Rush River Dr. This site
was analyzed by Waterford Consultants, LLC (WC) located at 201 Loudoun Street Southeast Suite 300,

Leesburg, VA 20175.   WC used a similar form of the far field model which takes into account the elevation

angle as a function of distance from the site and then uses the vertical patten of the antenna to modify the

energy directed toward the ground at each location. The antenna specified for this site had a higher gain than

that used by the other seven 4G sites.  Nevertheless, as explained above, the net result is a much lower

estimated maximum RF exposure at ground level, (2.1% of the public MPE in this case) compared to that

using the cylindrical model. 

It is not clear what method WG used to calculate distance from the antenna (as measured horizontally from

the antenna’s transmitting surface) where the exposure would be 100% of the public limit. Their analysis

indicates 17 feet which seems excessive for the power input specifications provided. The maximum distance

to 100% of the public limit calculated with the same input parameters using the cylindrical model contained

in RoofView® is 9 feet.  Further discussion with WG will be required to resolve this discrepancy. Until this

issue can be resolved it is recommended that the transmission from any 4G site be terminated prior to work

being done on the utility pole at or near the level of the antenna closer than 17 feet.  The maximum values
obtained from modeling worst case condition at all 4G & 5G sites are summarized in figure 6.

When using any of the models recommended in OET 65 or similar methods, it is important to realize that a

number of assumptions are “built-in” to the model in order to provide a conservative or "worst case"

projection of potential RF exposure.  Calculations are made assuming that all channels are operating

simultaneously at their maximum design ERP. It is assumed that all exposed individuals are perfectly aligned

with the electric field of the EM wave and thus absorbed the maximum amount of RF energy.  Attenuation

(weakening) of the signal that would result from surrounding foliage or buildings is ignored.  Depending upon

the construction material, buildings or other structures can reduce the signal strength by a factor of 10 (i.e.,

10 dB) or more . In addition, for ground level calculations, the ground or other surfaces are considered to be

near perfect reflectors (which they typically are not) and the RF energy is assumed to overlap and interact

constructively at all locations (which they would not) thereby resulting in the calculation of the maximum

potential exposure.  In fact, the accumulations of all these very conservative assumptions, will significantly

overestimate the actual exposures that would typically be expected from such a facility.  However, this method

is a prudent approach that errs on the side of safety. 

RF Exposure Measurement Methods

The firm of Hammett and Edison Consulting Engineers (H&E) located at 470 3rd St W, Sonoma, CA 95476

was retained by the City to perform environmental RF safety compliance surveys at the 28 sites which are the

subject of this report. The measurement were made on August 5, 6, and 8, 2019 using a Wandel & Goltermann

Type EMR-300 Radiation Meter with Type 18 and 25 Isotropic Electric Field Probes (Serial Nos. C-0010 and

E-0001, respectively). The results of the measurements are shown in attachment A-2.1 and summarized in

appendix I. The meter and probes were under current calibration by the manufacturer as verified by obtaining

a copy of the certificates of calibration which are attached to the section containing the technical details of the

meter and probes, Attachment A-2.2. 
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All antennae were mounted to existing utility light poles in the City’s right-of-way.  At each site, spatial and

temporal peak reading were obtained and reported for three locations (1) ground level at heights up to 2 meters

above ground ; (2) at the light fixture; (3) at the location directly in front of the antenna where the reading

equaled 100% of the FCC public whole body exposure limit. 

A NARDA type 25 probe was used at all 5G sites due to its ability to measure higher “millimeter-wave”

frequencies (up to 40 GHz). The minimum sensitivity of this RF field probe is 1.5% of the public MPE with

a frequency sensitivity of +5 to -2 dB between 18-36 GHz.  The NARDA Type 18 probe was used at all 4G

sites due to its higher sensitivity over a broader range of frequencies.  Unlike the type 25 probe/meter

combination which provide frequency specific safety standard readings in percent of the public MPE, the

type18 probe/meter combination measurement is limited to measuring and displaying the electric field strength

in units of volts per meter (V/m).  However, this probe measures the cumulative exposure over a much broader

range of frequencies (100 kHz-3 GHz).  The minimum RF field this probe is capable of reliably detecting is

0.2 V/m with a frequency sensitivity of  ±1.2 dB between 300 kHz-1.2 GHz; ±1.5 dB between 1.2 GHz-2.5

GHz and ±3.0 dB between 2.5 GHz-3.0 GHz. Insofar as this probe/meter combination does not allow for

frequency specific safety standard adjustments, H&E made the conservative assumption that all of the

exposure was at the most restrictive frequencies (30-300 MHz). Thus, once the electric field values were

converted into power density they were compared against the public exposure standard of 0.2 mW/cm2

resulting in an effective minimum sensitivity of 0.05% of the public MPE. This will have the result of

overestimating the actual exposures present at the time of the measurements. H&E noted that one 4G site (23

Ridgemark Court) did not appear to be transmitting at the time of the measurements, thus conclusions

for compliance of this site are made solely on the basis of the computer modeling. 

4G & 5G Sites Measurement Results

! All of the results indicate the current facilities comply with the FCC standards for continuous
public exposure. 

! Even the maximum exposure at any publically accessible ground location did not exceed 1.5%
of the public MPE.

! The measurement results obtained for each of the 28 sites are provided in attachment A-2.1.

! The highest values recorded at each measurement location for 4G and 5G sites is shown in
figure 7 along with a picture indicating the measurement location.

These transmitters, by design and operation, are low-power devices. The maximum RF exposure at six feet
or less above ground level did not show RF exposures in excess of 1.5% of, (i.e., 67 times lower than),  the
FCC public exposure standard. A comparison of measured RF power densities to those associated with current
exposure standards (figure 8) and those from various other common sources of RF exposure (figure 9) are
presented in order to help place exposures from wireless systems in perspective. 

RF exposure in the neighborhood served by this and other wireless sites are very low due to three main factors:

1.  As previously stated, wireless telecommunications is a low-power technology. The maximum power
specified in the current configuration into the antenna of any sector at these sites will be less than 2
and 320 watts for the 5G and 4G installations respectively. 
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2.  All sites utilize directional antennae that focus the RF energy toward the horizon, (i.e., parallel with
the ground at the level of the antenna), thus only a very small percentage of the RF energy is emitted
directly down toward the ground (i.e., underneath where the antenna is mounted).  This is similar to
a lighthouse beacon that sends the majority of its light out toward the horizon with very little reaching
the base of the lighthouse or people living nearby.

3. Finally, as one gets farther away from the site, the change in RF exposure intensity becomes more
uniform with distance. Eventually there is a very rapid and consistent decrease in exposure with
distance. As previously discussed, all forms of electromagnetic energy, including light, decrease in
intensity proportional to the square of the increase in distance from the source. Thus, if the exposure
at one point was 1% of the public exposure standard and one simply moved 10 times further away, (all
other conditions being the same), the exposure would be 102 or 100 times less than before (i.e., 0.01%
of the public exposure standard).

It is also important to realize that the FCC maximum allowable exposures are not set at a threshold between
safety and known hazard but rather at 50 times below a level that the majority of the scientific community
believes may pose a health risk to human populations.  Thus, the previously mentioned maximum ground level
exposure from this site (1.5% MPE) represents a "safety margin" from this threshold of potentially adverse
health effects of more than 3,300 times.

RF Safety Standards

The current U.S. standards for protection against RF field exposure are based on standards published by the

American National Standards Institute (ANSI) C95.1 and the National Council on Radiation Protection and

measurement (NCRP) report #86.  The NCRP is a private, congressionally chartered institution with the

charge to provide expert analysis of a variety of issues (especially RF exposure recommendations) on

radiations of all forms.  The scientific analyses of the NCRP are held in high esteem in the scientific and

regulatory community both nationally and internationally.  In fact,  the vast majority of the radiological health

regulations currently in existence can trace their origin, in some way, to the recommendations of the NCRP.

All RF exposure standards are frequency-specific, in recognition of the differential absorption of RF energy

as a function of frequency.  The most restrictive exposure levels in the standards are associated with those

frequencies that are most readily absorbed in humans.  Maximum absorption occurs at approximately 80 MHz 

in adults.  The NCRP maximum allowable continuous occupational and public exposure at this frequency are

1,000 and 200 ìW/cm2 respectively.  For public exposures, this compares to 567 ìW/cm2 at cellular

frequencies (850 MHz) and 1,000 ìW/cm2 at frequencies above 1.5 GHz that are absorbed much less

efficiently than exposures in the lower VHF TV band. The FCC occupational and public power density limits

as a function of frequency are shown in figure 10.

The traditional NCRP philosophy of providing a higher standard of protection for members of the general

population compared to occupationally exposed individuals, prompted a two-tiered safety standard by which

levels of allowable exposure were substantially reduced for "uncontrolled " (e.g., public) and continuous 

exposures.  This measure was taken to account for the fact that workers in an industrial environment are

typically exposed no more than eight hours a day while members of the general population in proximity to a

source of RF radiation may be exposed continuously.  This additional protection factor also provides a greater

margin of safety for children, the infirmed, aged, or others who might be more sensitive to RF exposure.  After

several years of evaluating the national and international scientific and biomedical literature, the members of
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the NCRP scientific committee selected 931 publications in the peer-reviewed scientific literature on which

to base their recommendations. The current NCRP recommendations limit continuous public exposure at the

4G & 5G frequencies deployed for use in the 28 small cell (1.9, 2.1, 27 GHz ) to 1 mW/cm2.

The 1992 ANSI standard was developed by Scientific Coordinating Committee 28 (SCC 28) under the

auspices of the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE).  This standard, entitled "IEEE

Standards for Safety Levels with Respect to Human Exposure to Radio Frequency Electromagnetic Fields,

3 kHz to 300 GHz" (IEEE C95.1-1991), was issued in April 1992 and subsequently adopted by ANSI.  A

revision of this standard  (C95.1-2005) was completed in October 2005 by SCC 39 the IEEE International

Committee on Electromagnetic Safety (ICES).  ICES has recently (October 4, 2019) completed a revision of

C95.1 which is in-press at this time. While there are some changes to their recommendations and some

modifications that make the standard more harmonious with the ICNIRP standard, the fundamental 

recommendations of ICES are similar to the NCRP recommendation for the maximum permissible exposure

to the public and preserve the convention of providing for a greater margin of safety for public as compared

with occupational exposure.  

On August 9, 1996, the FCC established a RF exposure standard that is a hybrid of the then current ANSI and

NCRP standards.  The range of maximum permissible exposure values used to assess environmental exposures

are those of the NCRP (e.g., maximum public continuous exposure for frequencies utilized for wireless

telephony, 600 MHz- 27 GHz, approximately 0.4 to 1 mW/cm2 ). The FCC issued these standards in order to

address its responsibilities under the National Environmental Policy Act to consider whether its actions will

"significantly affect the quality of the human environment.”  In as far as there was no other standard issued

by a federal agency such as the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), the FCC utilized their rulemaking

procedure to consider which standards should be adopted.  The FCC received thousands of pages of comments

over a three-year review period from a variety of sources including the public, academia, federal health and

safety agencies (e.g., EPA & FDA) and the telecommunications industry.  The FCC gave special consideration

to the recommendations by the federal health agencies because of their special responsibility for protecting

the public health and safety. In fact, the MPE values in the FCC standard are those recommended by EPA and

FDA.  The FCC standard incorporates various elements of the 1992 ANSI and NCRP standards which were

chosen because they are widely accepted and technically supportable.  There are a variety of other exposure

guidelines and standards set by other national and international organizations and governments, most of which

are similar to the current FCC standard. The FCC standards “Guidelines for Evaluating the Environmental

Effects of Radiofrequency Radiation” (Report and Order FCC 96-326) adopted the ANSI/IEEE definitions

for controlled and uncontrolled environments.  In order to use the higher exposure levels associated with a

controlled environment, RF exposures must be occupationally related (e.g., wireless company RF technicians)

and they must be aware of and have sufficient knowledge to control their exposure.  All other environmental

areas are considered uncontrolled (e.g.,  public) for which the stricter (i.e., lower) environmental exposure

limits apply.  All carriers were required to be in compliance with the new FCC RF exposure standards for new

telecommunications facilities by October 15, 1997.  These standards applied retroactively for existing

telecommunications facilities on September 1, 2000. While the standards allow for higher whole body

exposures for brief periods provided that no 30 minute time-weighted average exposure exceeds the

aforementioned public whole body limits, FCC does not permit this occupancy based time averaging for

compliance determination.
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 Summary & Conclusions

All City small cell antenna systems operating with the characteristics as specified above are in full compliance
with FCC public RF exposure standards.  These transmitters, by design and operation, are low-power devices.
Recent RF exposure power measurements of these systems (attachment A-2.1) indicate that maximum RF
exposure at six feet or less above ground level were not in excess of 1.5% of, (i.e., 67 times lower than), the FCC
public safety standard. In addition, the maximum exposures at the light fixture location of the utility pole was
23% and 1.5% of the public MPE for 4G and 5G facilities respectively. Furthermore the maximum horizontal
distance from the face of the antenna to the location where all exposure beyond that point would be less than the
public MPE was measured to be 48" and 6" for the 4G and 5G facilities respectively.  

Modeling of potential RF exposures based on specification provided to the City was performed by several
vendors. For the 5G sites the results indicated that the maximum spatially averaged RF ground level exposure
will not be in excess of 7.8% of, (i.e., 13 times lower than), the FCC public safety standard. Furthermore, the
maximum horizontal distance from the face of the antenna to the location  beyond which all exposures would
be less than the public MPE was calculated to be 3 feet (attachment A-1).  

For the 4G sites the results from one consultant (XG Engineering) indicated that the maximum spatially averaged
RF exposure 6 feet AGL will not be in excess of 38.5% of, (i.e., 2.6 times lower than),  the FCC public safety
standard.  Another consultant Waterford Consulting calculated that the maximum spatially averaged RF ground
level exposure will not be in excess of 2.1% of, (i.e., 47.6 times lower than),  the FCC public safety standard.
Furthermore the same consultant calculated that the maximum horizontal distance from the face of the antenna
to the location where all exposures beyond would be less than the public MPE was 17 feet (see appendix A-1). 

Further information is required from this RF engineering vendor to confirm the 17 foot distance as it may be

overly conservative.  However, given the antenna, frequencies and power specifications provided, under no

circumstances would it be further than 17 feet reported. The maximum values obtained from worst case
modeling of potential exposures and during on-site RF measurements is summarized in figures 6 and 7
respectively.

Both EBI and XG Engineering are using a cylindrical model to estimate RF exposure in the near and far field

of the antenna. The cylindrical model is most accurate when exposures are being estimated close to the

antenna such as on a rooftop where individuals can get directly in front of, or directly below, the antenna being

evaluated. When the location being evaluated is further away and when there is a substantial elevation

difference between the location of exposure assessment and the mounting height of the antenna, perturbations

occur in the model that distort the RF exposure projections. For example, using the cylindrical model for

ground level assessment of potential RF exposures always results in the highest levels of RF exposure

occurring immediately adjacent to the structure on which the antenna is mounted. With directional antennae,

like the 4G & 5G antennae specified for this project, the RF energy is emitted at the elevation of the antenna

and directed towards the horizon. As such, some of the lowest (not highest) RF exposures occur immediately

adjacent to the structure on which he antenna is mounted. As previously discussed, the cylindrical model

produces overly conservative results when used for ground level RF exposure projections in the manner

described above.  Thus any site shown to be in compliance with FCC safety standards using that methodology

will also be shown to be in compliance (albeit at lower projected exposure levels) when using more accurate

prediction methods. 
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This analysis is based on the information available to the City at the time of its writing. Changes to any of the
technical parameters shown in the application documents for any of the 4G and 5G facilities would need to be
evaluated for their impact on public exposure to RF energy and could changes the statements, recommendations
or conclusions reached in this report.

These findings are based on my professional evaluation of the scientific issues related to the compliance with

FCC exposure standards for RF non-ionizing electromagnetic radiation and my analysis of the technical

specification as provided by the City.  The opinions expressed herein are based on my professional judgement

and are not intended to necessarily represent the views of any other organization or institution.  Please contact

me if you require any additional information.

Sincerely,

Jerrold T. Bushberg Ph.D., DABMP, DABSNM

Diplomate, American Board of Medical Physics (DABMP)
Diplomate, American Board of Science in Nuclear Medicine (DABSNM)

Fellow, American Association of Physicists in Medicine (FAAPM) 
Fellow Health Physics Society (FHPS)

Enclosures:   Figures 1-10; Attachments Attachment A-1; A-2.1, A-2.2, B-1, B-2, B-3; Appendices I-III.
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Cellular Matrix & Frequency Reuse Figure 2
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The colors going from dark to light is to represents the rapid decrease in intensity of that 
particular frequency (color) as the signal propagates away from its source (cell site). By the 
time it reaches another service area (represented by the pentagon shapes) that is using the 
same frequency (color) the emissions from the first cell site are so weak that they will not 
interfere with the transmission from the second cell site using the same frequency  
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Figure 3: (5G Site) 7701 Rush River Dr (permit REV18-0045)



Figure 4: (4G Site) 960 Florin Rd: permit REV18-0532

From: XG Report Page 10 Project No. 6218001636 
(permit REV18-0532, pdf page 46 of 66)
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30’ Bottom of Antenna Z
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Figure 5: 4G Site 960 Florin Rd: permit REV18-0532
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Results From RF Modeling of RF 
Exposures From 4G & 5 G Sites in Sacramento
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Results From RF Measurements of
4 & 5 G Sites in Sacramento
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Attachment A1 
Site Application Submissions 

 

Available from the City of Sacramento Upon Request 



Attachment  

 Site Specific Results of RF Field Measurements 

at all 28 sites (4G & 5G) Performed by: 

 Hamett & Edison Consulting Engineers 

A-2.1
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Statement of Hammett & Edison, Inc., Consulting Engineers 

The firm of Hammett & Edison, Inc., Consulting Engineers, has been retained by the City of 
Sacramento to evaluate certain of the small cell base stations located in Sacramento, California, for 
compliance with appropriate guidelines limiting human exposure to radio frequency (“RF”) 
electromagnetic fields.     

Executive Summary 

Verizon Wireless has installed small cell base stations on municipal light poles at numerous 
locations in Sacramento.  RF exposure levels under the existing conditions for anyone in 
publicly accessible areas near twenty-eight of these small cells were well below the federal 
standard. 

Prevailing Exposure Standards 

The U.S. Congress requires that the Federal Communications Commission (“FCC”) evaluate its 
actions for possible significant impact on the environment.  A summary of the FCC’s exposure limits 
is shown in Figure 1.  These limits apply for continuous exposures and are intended to provide a 
prudent margin of safety for all persons, regardless of age, gender, size, or health.  The most restrictive 
limit for exposures of unlimited duration at wireless service bands available to Verizon are as follows: 

   Transmit  “Uncontrolled” Occupational Limit 
  Wireless Service Band Frequency   Public Limit  (5 times Public)     
Microwave (point-to-point) 1–80 GHz 1.0 mW/cm2 5.0 mW/cm2 
Millimeter-wave  24–47 1.0 5.0 
Part 15 (WiFi & other unlicensed) 2–6 1.0 5.0 
BRS (Broadband Radio) 2,490 MHz 1.0 5.0 
WCS (Wireless Communication) 2,305 1.0 5.0 
AWS (Advanced Wireless) 2,110 1.0 5.0 
PCS (Personal Communication) 1,930 1.0 5.0 
Cellular 869 0.58 2.9 
SMR (Specialized Mobile Radio) 854 0.57 2.85 
700 MHz 716 0.48 2.4 
[most restrictive frequency range] 30–300   0.20  1.0 

General Facility Requirements 

Small cells typically consist of two distinct parts:  the electronic transceivers (also called “radios” or 
“channels”) that are connected to the traditional wired telephone lines, and the passive antennas that 
send the wireless signals created by the radios out to be received by individual subscriber units.  The 
radios are typically mounted on the support pole or placed in a cabinet at ground level, and they are 
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connected to the antennas by coaxial cables.  Because of the short wavelength of the frequencies 
assigned by the FCC for wireless services, the antennas require line-of-sight paths for their signals to 
propagate well and so are installed at some height above ground.  The antennas are designed to 
concentrate their energy toward the horizon, with very little energy wasted toward the sky or the 
ground.  This means that it is generally not possible for exposure conditions to approach the maximum 
permissible exposure limits without being physically very near the antennas. 

Site Description 

Verizon had installed antennas high on municipal light poles in public rights-of-way at twenty-eight 
locations within the City of Sacramento, as listed in Figure 2.  The sites were visited by Mr. Scott 
Walthard, a qualified field technician employed by Hammett & Edison, Inc., on August 5, 6, and 8, 
2019.  At twenty of the sites, the antenna was a Samsung Model SFG-AA100AC, mounted just below 
the light-arm; these are designed to operate in the “5G” millimeter-wave band.  At the other eight sites, 
the antenna was a cylindrical, 2-foot model, mounted on top of the pole; the shroud covering the base 
of the antenna did not allow identification of the model(s), but these antennas cannot accommodate 
millimeter-wave frequencies.  There were observed no other wireless telecommunications base 
stations located at any of these sites.   

Measurement Methodology and Technique 

The measurement equipment used was a Wandel & Goltermann Type EMR-300 Radiation Meter with 
Type 18 and 25 Isotropic Electric Field Probes (Serial Nos. C-0010 and E-0001, respectively).  The 
meter and probes were under current calibration by the manufacturer.  Power density measurements at 
each site were taken using a bucket-truck and the Type 25 probe at the antenna and at the street light 
fixture, and measurements were also made for a person at ground nearby, using the Type 25 probe for 
the “millimeter-wave” sites, due to its higher frequency range (up to 40 GHz) and the Type 18 probe 
for the other sites due to its better sensitivity.  For the measurements at the antenna, the maximum 
distance to the FCC public and occupational limits was obtained by locating the directions(s) of 
maximum emission and then moving the probe outward from the antenna to determine the extent of 
the occupational and public limits.  The measurements at ground level were performed in accessible 
areas around the poles with the probe at heights up to 2 meters above ground.  If possible, 
measurements at ground were made in areas and directions where, based on the bucket-truck 
measurements at the antenna, higher levels would likely occur.  Conservatively, all reported 
measurements are spatial-peaks, that is, they are the maximum values observed and have not been 
spatially-averaged. 
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Measurement Results 

Separate one-page exhibits accompany this report, summarizing the measurements at each site; one of 
the small cells (see Exhibit REV18-0435) appeared not to be in service.   

• For the twenty sites with the Samsung antennas, measured exposure conditions did not exceed the 
FCC occupational limit.  Measured levels did not exceed the FCC public limit beyond 6 inches 
from the antenna.  Levels at the light fixtures were all less than 1.5% of the public limit (that is, 
below the sensitivity of the meter), and the maximum power density level observed for a person at 
ground near any of these twenty sites was also less than 1.5% of the applicable public limit. 

• For the eight sites with cylindrical antennas, exposure levels were less than the applicable 
occupational limit beyond 1 foot from the antenna, and levels were less than the public limit beyond  
4 feet from the antenna.  The highest measured level at a street light fixture was 23% of the public 
limit, and the highest measured level for a person at ground near the site was 0.60% of the public 
limit.  Explanatory signs* were observed on the pole below the antenna at each of these sites. 

Recommended Compliance Measures 

Due to their mounting locations and height, the antennas at these twenty-eight sites were not 
accessible to unauthorized persons, and so no measures are necessary to comply with the FCC public 
exposure guidelines.  

• For the eight sites with a cylindrical antenna, in addition to the signage already in place, it is 
recommended that appropriate RF safety training be provided to all workers who have access the 
antenna.  No access within 1 foot, such as might occur during certain maintenance activities directly 
at the antenna, should be allowed while it is in operation, unless other measures can be 
demonstrated to ensure that occupational protection requirements are met.   

• The other twenty sites, with a Samsung antenna, can be considered intrinsically compliant with 
FCC exposure guidelines, and so no compliance measures are required. 

Conclusion  

Based on the information and analysis above, it is the undersigned’s professional opinion that these 
twenty-eight Verizon Wireless small cells in Sacramento, California, as installed and operating at the 
time of the visits, comply with the FCC guidelines limiting public exposure to radio frequency energy 
and, therefore, do not for this reason cause a significant impact on the environment.  The highest 
measured level in publicly accessible areas was much less than the prevailing standards allow for 
                                                
*  Signs complied with OET-65 color and symbol recommendations. 
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exposures of unlimited duration.  Training of authorized workers is recommended at some of the sites 
to ensure compliance with the FCC occupational exposure guidelines. 

Authorship 

This Compliance Certification has been prepared by the undersigned qualified Professional Engineer, 
holding California Registration Nos. E-13026 and M-20676, which expire on June 30, 2021.  This 
work has been carried out under his direction, and all statements are true and correct of his own 
knowledge except, where noted, when data has been supplied by others, which data he believes to be 
correct.  

 
 
 
 
    
 William F. Hammett, P.E.  
 707/996-5200 
August 21, 2019 
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The U.S. Congress required (1996 Telecom Act) the Federal Communications Commission (“FCC”)

to adopt a nationwide human exposure standard to ensure that its licensees do not, cumulatively, have

a significant impact on the environment.  The FCC adopted the limits from Report No. 86, “Biological

Effects and Exposure Criteria for Radiofrequency Electromagnetic Fields,” published in 1986 by the

Congressionally chartered National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements (“NCRP”).

Separate limits apply for occupational and public exposure conditions, with the latter limits generally

five times more restrictive.  The more recent standard, developed by the Institute of Electrical and

Electronics Engineers and approved as American National Standard ANSI/IEEE C95.1-2006, “Safety

Levels with Respect to Human Exposure to Radio Frequency Electromagnetic Fields, 3 kHz to

300 GHz,” includes similar limits. These limits apply for continuous exposures from all sources and

are intended to provide a prudent margin of safety for all persons, regardless of age, gender, size, or

health.

As shown in the table and chart below, separate limits apply for occupational and public exposure

conditions, with the latter limits (in italics and/or dashed) up to five times more restrictive:

   Frequency     Electromagnetic Fields (f is frequency of emission in MHz)   

Applicable

Range

(MHz)

Electric

Field Strength

(V/m)

Magnetic

Field Strength

(A/m)

Equivalent Far-Field

Power Density

(mW/cm
2
)

0.3 – 1.34 614 614 1.63 1.63 100 100

1.34 – 3.0 614 823.8/ f 1.63 2.19/ f 100 180/ f
2

3.0 – 30 1842/ f 823.8/ f 4.89/ f 2.19/ f 900/ f
2

180/ f
2

30 – 300 61.4 27.5 0.163 0.0729 1.0 0.2

300 – 1,500 3.54 f 1.59 f f /106 f /238 f/300 f/1500

1,500 – 100,000 137 61.4 0.364 0.163 5.0 1.0

Higher levels are allowed for short periods of time, such that total exposure levels averaged over six or

thirty minutes, for occupational or public settings, respectively, do not exceed the limits, and higher

levels also are allowed for exposures to small areas, such that the spatially averaged levels do not

exceed the limits.  However, neither of these allowances is incorporated in the conservative calculation

formulas in the FCC Office of Engineering and Technology Bulletin No. 65 (August 1997) for

projecting field levels.  Hammett & Edison has built those formulas into a proprietary program that

calculates, at each location on an arbitrary rectangular grid, the total expected power density from any

number of individual radio sources.  The program allows for the description of buildings and uneven

terrain, if required to obtain more accurate projections.

©2019
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 Permit Number Verizon Small Cell #  Approximate Site Address  
REV18-0045 483703 “Pocket_5G292” 7701 Rush River Drive 
REV18-0047 483690 “Pocket_5G303” 8018 Linda Isle Lane 
REV18-0065 485569 “Pocket_5G029” 784 Clipper Way 
REV18-0067 483568 “Pocket_5G192” 7537 Windbridge Drive 
REV18-0068 483695 “Pocket_5G301” 7715 Pocket Road 
REV18-0070 483699 “Pocket_5G194” 1070 Lake Front Drive 
REV18-0083 483689 “Pocket_5G341” 7704 Silva Ranch Way 
REV18-0084 483787 “Pocket_5G119” 7790 Elena Marie Drive 
REV18-0085 483693 “Pocket_5G197” 11 Walnut Bay Court 
REV18-0088 483700 “Pocket_5G180” 7548 Greenhaven Drive 
REV18-0118 484746 “Pocket_5G020” 11 Capri Court 
REV18-0123 483694 “Pocket_5G178” 8081 Lido Isle Lane 
REV18-0125 485573 “Pocket_5G030” 6162 Riverside Boulevard 
REV18-0148 483723 “Pocket_5G299” 880 Florin Road 
REV18-0164 483729 “Pocket_5G285” 6633 Gloria Drive 
REV18-0171 483698 “Pocket_5G302” 7653 Windbridge Drive 
REV18-0197 483716 “Pocket_5G343” 7300 Greenhaven Drive 
REV18-0223 483719 “Pocket_5G298” 7236 Greenhaven Drive 
REV18-0276 483696 “Pocket_5G283” 7760 Roberts River Way 
REV18-0323 483727 “Pocket_5G288” 660 Florin Road 
REV18-0423 437805 “South Sacramento 007” 8 Genoa Court 
REV18-0431 437800 “South Sacramento 002” 6058 Riverside Boulevard 
REV18-0435* 437802 “South Sacramento 004” 23 Ridgemark Court 
REV18-0439 437804 “South Sacramento 006” 7986 Pocket Road 
REV18-0527 437803 “South Sacramento 005” 7597 Pocket Road 
REV18-0530 437810 “South Sacramento 012” 7410 Greenhaven Road 
REV18-0532 437799 “South Sacramento 001” 960 Florin Road 
REV18-0616 471437 “South Sacramento 041” 7707 Rush River Drive 

                                                
*  This site appears to be inactive. 



– City of Sacramento – 
Radio Frequency Compliance Measurements 

 

  
  Exhibit REV18-0423     ©2019 

 

Carrier ID  437805 “South Sacramento 007”   City Permit  REV18-0423 
Approximate Site Address  8 Genoa Court 
 

Carrier  Verizon Wireless 

Visit Date  August 8, 2019 Visit Time  1:15 pm  

Field Technician  Mr. Scott Walthard, a qualified employee of Hammett & Edison, Inc. 

Meter  Wandel & Goltermann Type EMR-300 Radiation Meter with  
 Type 18 and 25 Isotropic Electric Field Probes (Serial Nos. C-0010 and E-0001)  
 Calibration current, next due May 8, 2021  

Antenna Location  on top of light pole  
 

Measurement Results   
 

  Distance to  Distance to Exposure Level   Maximum Exposure 
        Occupational Limit Public Limit  at Light Fixture               at Ground Level     
  1 foot 3 feet   18% Public  0.39% Public 

Conclusion  Based upon the information and analysis above, it is the undersigned’s professional 
opinion that this wireless telecommunications facility, as installed and operating at the time of the 
measurements, complies with the FCC guidelines limiting public exposure to radio frequency energy 
and, therefore, does not for this reason cause a significant impact on the environment  

Authorship  This Compliance Certification has been prepared by the undersigned Professional 
Engineer, holding California Registration Nos. E-13026 and M-20676, which expire on June 30, 2021.  
This work has been carried out under his direction, and all statements are true and correct of his own 
knowledge except, where noted, when data has been supplied by others, which data he believes to be 
correct. 
 

   ________________________________ 
 William F. Hammett, P.E.  
 707/996-5200 
  

 

August 9, 2019 



– City of Sacramento – 
Radio Frequency Compliance Measurements 

 

  
  Exhibit REV18-0431     ©2019 

 

Carrier ID  437800 “South Sacramento 002”   City Permit  REV18-0431 
Approximate Site Address  6058 Riverside Boulevard 
 

Carrier  Verizon Wireless 

Visit Date  August 8, 2019 Visit Time  8:00 am  

Field Technician  Mr. Scott Walthard, a qualified employee of Hammett & Edison, Inc. 

Meter  Wandel & Goltermann Type EMR-300 Radiation Meter with  
 Type 18 and 25 Isotropic Electric Field Probes (Serial Nos. C-0010 and E-0001)  
 Calibration current, next due May 8, 2021  

Antenna Location  on top of light pole  
 

Measurement Results   
 

  Distance to  Distance to Exposure Level   Maximum Exposure 
        Occupational Limit Public Limit  at Light Fixture               at Ground Level     
  1 foot 3 feet  3.4% Public  0.48% Public 

Conclusion  Based upon the information and analysis above, it is the undersigned’s professional 
opinion that this wireless telecommunications facility, as installed and operating at the time of the 
measurements, complies with the FCC guidelines limiting public exposure to radio frequency energy 
and, therefore, does not for this reason cause a significant impact on the environment  

Authorship  This Compliance Certification has been prepared by the undersigned Professional 
Engineer, holding California Registration Nos. E-13026 and M-20676, which expire on June 30, 2021.  
This work has been carried out under his direction, and all statements are true and correct of his own 
knowledge except, where noted, when data has been supplied by others, which data he believes to be 
correct. 
 

   ________________________________ 
 William F. Hammett, P.E.  
 707/996-5200 
  

 

August 9, 2019 



– City of Sacramento – 
Radio Frequency Compliance Measurements 

 

  
  Exhibit REV18-0435     ©2019 

 

Carrier ID  437802 “South Sacramento 004”   City Permit  REV18-0435 
Approximate Site Address  23 Ridgemark Court 
 

Carrier  Verizon Wireless 

Visit Date  August 8, 2019 Visit Time  3:00 pm  

Field Technician  Mr. Scott Walthard, a qualified employee of Hammett & Edison, Inc. 

Meter  Wandel & Goltermann Type EMR-300 Radiation Meter with  
 Type 18 and 25 Isotropic Electric Field Probes (Serial Nos. C-0010 and E-0001)  
 Calibration current, next due May 8, 2021  

Antenna Location  on top of light pole  
 

Measurement Results   
 

   Distance to  Distance to Exposure Level   Maximum Exposure 
        Occupational Limit Public Limit  at Light Fixture               at Ground Level     
  limit never reached limit never reached 0.18% Public 0.022% Public 

Conclusion   

Authorship   

 



– City of Sacramento – 
Radio Frequency Compliance Measurements 

 

  
  Exhibit REV18-0439     ©2019 

 

Carrier ID  437804 “South Sacramento 006”   City Permit  REV18-0439 
Approximate Site Address  7986 Pocket Road 
 

Carrier  Verizon Wireless 

Visit Date  August 85, 2019 Visit Time  10:00 am  

Field Technician  Mr. Scott Walthard, a qualified employee of Hammett & Edison, Inc. 

Meter  Wandel & Goltermann Type EMR-300 Radiation Meter with  
 Type 18 and 25 Isotropic Electric Field Probes (Serial Nos. C-0010 and E-0001)  
 Calibration current, next due May 8, 2021  

Antenna Location  on top of light pole  
 

Measurement Results   
 

  Distance to  Distance to Exposure Level   Maximum Exposure 
        Occupational Limit Public Limit  at Light Fixture               at Ground Level     
  1 foot 4 feet   11% Public  0.27% Public 

Conclusion  Based upon the information and analysis above, it is the undersigned’s professional 
opinion that this wireless telecommunications facility, as installed and operating at the time of the 
measurements, complies with the FCC guidelines limiting public exposure to radio frequency energy 
and, therefore, does not for this reason cause a significant impact on the environment  

Authorship  This Compliance Certification has been prepared by the undersigned Professional 
Engineer, holding California Registration Nos. E-13026 and M-20676, which expire on June 30, 2021.  
This work has been carried out under his direction, and all statements are true and correct of his own 
knowledge except, where noted, when data has been supplied by others, which data he believes to be 
correct. 
 

   ________________________________ 
 William F. Hammett, P.E.  
 707/996-5200 
  

 

August 9, 2019 



– City of Sacramento – 
Radio Frequency Compliance Measurements 

 

  
  Exhibit REV18-0527     ©2019 

 

Carrier ID  437803 “South Sacramento 005”   City Permit  REV18-0527 
Approximate Site Address  7597 Pocket Road 
 

Carrier  Verizon Wireless 

Visit Date  August 8, 2019 Visit Time  9:00 am  

Field Technician  Mr. Scott Walthard, a qualified employee of Hammett & Edison, Inc. 

Meter  Wandel & Goltermann Type EMR-300 Radiation Meter with  
 Type 18 and 25 Isotropic Electric Field Probes (Serial Nos. C-0010 and E-0001)  
 Calibration current, next due May 8, 2021  

Antenna Location  on top of light pole  
 

Measurement Results   
 

  Distance to  Distance to Exposure Level   Maximum Exposure 
        Occupational Limit Public Limit  at Light Fixture               at Ground Level     
  1 foot 3 feet   12% Public  0.25% Public 

Conclusion  Based upon the information and analysis above, it is the undersigned’s professional 
opinion that this wireless telecommunications facility, as installed and operating at the time of the 
measurements, complies with the FCC guidelines limiting public exposure to radio frequency energy 
and, therefore, does not for this reason cause a significant impact on the environment  

Authorship  This Compliance Certification has been prepared by the undersigned Professional 
Engineer, holding California Registration Nos. E-13026 and M-20676, which expire on June 30, 2021.  
This work has been carried out under his direction, and all statements are true and correct of his own 
knowledge except, where noted, when data has been supplied by others, which data he believes to be 
correct. 
 

   ________________________________ 
 William F. Hammett, P.E.  
 707/996-5200 
  

 

August 9, 2019 



– City of Sacramento – 
Radio Frequency Compliance Measurements 

 

  
  Exhibit REV18-0530     ©2019 

 

Carrier ID  437810 “South Sacramento 012”   City Permit  REV18-0530 
Approximate Site Address  7410 Greenhaven Road 
 

Carrier  Verizon Wireless 

Visit Date  August 8, 2019 Visit Time  12:20 pm  

Field Technician  Mr. Scott Walthard, a qualified employee of Hammett & Edison, Inc. 

Meter  Wandel & Goltermann Type EMR-300 Radiation Meter with  
 Type 18 and 25 Isotropic Electric Field Probes (Serial Nos. C-0010 and E-0001)  
 Calibration current, next due May 8, 2021  

Antenna Location  on top of light pole  
 

Measurement Results   
 

  Distance to  Distance to Exposure Level   Maximum Exposure 
        Occupational Limit Public Limit  at Light Fixture               at Ground Level     
  1 foot 3 feet   23% Public  0.60% Public 

Conclusion  Based upon the information and analysis above, it is the undersigned’s professional 
opinion that this wireless telecommunications facility, as installed and operating at the time of the 
measurements, complies with the FCC guidelines limiting public exposure to radio frequency energy 
and, therefore, does not for this reason cause a significant impact on the environment  

Authorship  This Compliance Certification has been prepared by the undersigned Professional 
Engineer, holding California Registration Nos. E-13026 and M-20676, which expire on June 30, 2021.  
This work has been carried out under his direction, and all statements are true and correct of his own 
knowledge except, where noted, when data has been supplied by others, which data he believes to be 
correct. 
 

   ________________________________ 
 William F. Hammett, P.E.  
 707/996-5200 
  

 

August 9, 2019 



– City of Sacramento – 
Radio Frequency Compliance Measurements 

 

  
  Exhibit REV18-0532     ©2019 

 

Carrier ID  437799 “South Sacramento 001”   City Permit  REV18-0532 
Approximate Site Address  960 Florin Road 
 

Carrier  Verizon Wireless 

Visit Date  August 8, 2019 Visit Time  10:50 am  

Field Technician  Mr. Scott Walthard, a qualified employee of Hammett & Edison, Inc. 

Meter  Wandel & Goltermann Type EMR-300 Radiation Meter with  
 Type 18 and 25 Isotropic Electric Field Probes (Serial Nos. C-0010 and E-0001)  
 Calibration current, next due May 8, 2021  

Antenna Location  on top of light pole  
 

Measurement Results   
 

  Distance to  Distance to Exposure Level   Maximum Exposure 
        Occupational Limit Public Limit  at Light Fixture               at Ground Level     
  1 foot 3 feet   17% Public  0.29% Public 

Conclusion  Based upon the information and analysis above, it is the undersigned’s professional 
opinion that this wireless telecommunications facility, as installed and operating at the time of the 
measurements, complies with the FCC guidelines limiting public exposure to radio frequency energy 
and, therefore, does not for this reason cause a significant impact on the environment  

Authorship  This Compliance Certification has been prepared by the undersigned Professional 
Engineer, holding California Registration Nos. E-13026 and M-20676, which expire on June 30, 2021.  
This work has been carried out under his direction, and all statements are true and correct of his own 
knowledge except, where noted, when data has been supplied by others, which data he believes to be 
correct. 
 

   ________________________________ 
 William F. Hammett, P.E.  
 707/996-5200 
  

 

August 9, 2019 



– City of Sacramento – 
Radio Frequency Compliance Measurements 

 

  
  Exhibit REV18-0616     ©2019 

 

Carrier ID  471437 “South Sacramento 041”   City Permit  REV18-0616 
Approximate Site Address  7707 Rush River Drive 
 

Carrier  Verizon Wireless 

Visit Date  August 8, 2019 Visit Time  2:00 pm  

Field Technician  Mr. Scott Walthard, a qualified employee of Hammett & Edison, Inc. 

Meter  Wandel & Goltermann Type EMR-300 Radiation Meter with  
 Type 18 and 25 Isotropic Electric Field Probes (Serial Nos. C-0010 and E-0001)  
 Calibration current, next due May 8, 2021  

Antenna Location  on top of light pole  
 

Measurement Results   
 

  Distance to  Distance to Exposure Level   Maximum Exposure 
        Occupational Limit Public Limit  at Light Fixture               at Ground Level     
  1 foot 4 feet   13% Public  0.22% Public 

Conclusion  Based upon the information and analysis above, it is the undersigned’s professional 
opinion that this wireless telecommunications facility, as installed and operating at the time of the 
measurements, complies with the FCC guidelines limiting public exposure to radio frequency energy 
and, therefore, does not for this reason cause a significant impact on the environment  

Authorship  This Compliance Certification has been prepared by the undersigned Professional 
Engineer, holding California Registration Nos. E-13026 and M-20676, which expire on June 30, 2021.  
This work has been carried out under his direction, and all statements are true and correct of his own 
knowledge except, where noted, when data has been supplied by others, which data he believes to be 
correct. 
 

   ________________________________ 
 William F. Hammett, P.E.  
 707/996-5200 
  

 

August 9, 2019 



– City of Sacramento – 
Radio Frequency Compliance Measurements 

 

  
  Exhibit REV18-0045     ©2019 

 

Carrier ID  483703 “Pocket_5G292”   City Permit  REV18-0045 
Approximate Site Address  7701 Rush River Drive 
 

Carrier  Verizon Wireless 

Visit Date  August 5, 2019 Visit Time  3:40 pm  

Field Technician  Mr. Scott Walthard, a qualified employee of Hammett & Edison, Inc. 

Meter  Wandel & Goltermann Type EMR-300 Radiation Meter with  
 Type 25 Isotropic Electric Field Probe (Serial No. E-0001)  
 Calibration current, next due May 8, 2021  

Antenna Location  below light arm  
 

Measurement Results   
 

   Distance to  Distance to Exposure Level   Maximum Exposure 
        Occupational Limit Public Limit  at Light Fixture               at Ground Level     
  limit never reached less than 3 inches below 1.5% Public below 1.5% Public 

Conclusion  Based upon the information and analysis above, it is the undersigned’s professional 
opinion that this wireless telecommunications facility, as installed and operating at the time of the 
measurements, complies with the FCC guidelines limiting public exposure to radio frequency energy 
and, therefore, does not for this reason cause a significant impact on the environment  

Authorship  This Compliance Certification has been prepared by the undersigned Professional 
Engineer, holding California Registration Nos. E-13026 and M-20676, which expire on June 30, 2021.  
This work has been carried out under his direction, and all statements are true and correct of his own 
knowledge except, where noted, when data has been supplied by others, which data he believes to be 
correct. 
 

   ________________________________ 
 William F. Hammett, P.E.  
 707/996-5200 
  

 

August 21, 2019 



– City of Sacramento – 
Radio Frequency Compliance Measurements 

 

  
  Exhibit REV18-0047     ©2019 

 

Carrier ID  483690 “Pocket_5G303”   City Permit  REV18-0047 
Approximate Site Address  8018 Linda Isle Lane 
 

Carrier  Verizon Wireless 

Visit Date  August 5, 2019 Visit Time  10:30 am  

Field Technician  Mr. Scott Walthard, a qualified employee of Hammett & Edison, Inc. 

Meter  Wandel & Goltermann Type EMR-300 Radiation Meter with  
 Type 25 Isotropic Electric Field Probe (Serial No. E-0001)  
 Calibration current, next due May 8, 2021  

Antenna Location  below light arm  
 

Measurement Results   
 

   Distance to  Distance to Exposure Level   Maximum Exposure 
        Occupational Limit Public Limit  at Light Fixture               at Ground Level     
  limit never reached less than 4 inches below 1.5% Public below 1.5% Public 

Conclusion  Based upon the information and analysis above, it is the undersigned’s professional 
opinion that this wireless telecommunications facility, as installed and operating at the time of the 
measurements, complies with the FCC guidelines limiting public exposure to radio frequency energy 
and, therefore, does not for this reason cause a significant impact on the environment  

Authorship  This Compliance Certification has been prepared by the undersigned Professional 
Engineer, holding California Registration Nos. E-13026 and M-20676, which expire on June 30, 2021.  
This work has been carried out under his direction, and all statements are true and correct of his own 
knowledge except, where noted, when data has been supplied by others, which data he believes to be 
correct. 
 

   ________________________________ 
 William F. Hammett, P.E.  
 707/996-5200 
  

 

August 21, 2019 



– City of Sacramento – 
Radio Frequency Compliance Measurements 

 

  
  Exhibit REV18-0065     ©2019 

 

Carrier ID  485569 “Pocket_5G029”   City Permit  REV18-0065 
Approximate Site Address  784 Clipper Way 
 

Carrier  Verizon Wireless 

Visit Date  August 6, 2019 Visit Time  1:15 pm  

Field Technician  Mr. Scott Walthard, a qualified employee of Hammett & Edison, Inc. 

Meter  Wandel & Goltermann Type EMR-300 Radiation Meter with  
 Type 25 Isotropic Electric Field Probe (Serial No. E-0001)  
 Calibration current, next due May 8, 2021  

Antenna Location  below light arm  
 

Measurement Results   
 

   Distance to  Distance to Exposure Level   Maximum Exposure 
        Occupational Limit Public Limit  at Light Fixture               at Ground Level     
  limit never reached less than 4 inches below 1.5% Public below 1.5% Public 

Conclusion  Based upon the information and analysis above, it is the undersigned’s professional 
opinion that this wireless telecommunications facility, as installed and operating at the time of the 
measurements, complies with the FCC guidelines limiting public exposure to radio frequency energy 
and, therefore, does not for this reason cause a significant impact on the environment  

Authorship  This Compliance Certification has been prepared by the undersigned Professional 
Engineer, holding California Registration Nos. E-13026 and M-20676, which expire on June 30, 2021.  
This work has been carried out under his direction, and all statements are true and correct of his own 
knowledge except, where noted, when data has been supplied by others, which data he believes to be 
correct. 
  

   ________________________________ 
 William F. Hammett, P.E.  
 707/996-5200 
  

 

August 21, 2019 



– City of Sacramento – 
Radio Frequency Compliance Measurements 

 

  
  Exhibit REV18-0067     ©2019 

 

Carrier ID  483568 “Pocket_5G192”   City Permit  REV18-0067 
Approximate Site Address  7537 Windbridge Drive 
 

Carrier  Verizon Wireless 

Visit Date  August 5, 2019 Visit Time  3:15 pm  

Field Technician  Mr. Scott Walthard, a qualified employee of Hammett & Edison, Inc. 

Meter  Wandel & Goltermann Type EMR-300 Radiation Meter with  
 Type 25 Isotropic Electric Field Probe (Serial No. E-0001)  
 Calibration current, next due May 8, 2021  

Antenna Location  below light arm  
 

Measurement Results   
 

   Distance to  Distance to Exposure Level   Maximum Exposure 
        Occupational Limit Public Limit  at Light Fixture               at Ground Level     
  limit never reached less than 3 inches not measured below 1.5% Public 

Conclusion  Based upon the information and analysis above, it is the undersigned’s professional 
opinion that this wireless telecommunications facility, as installed and operating at the time of the 
measurements, complies with the FCC guidelines limiting public exposure to radio frequency energy 
and, therefore, does not for this reason cause a significant impact on the environment  

Authorship  This Compliance Certification has been prepared by the undersigned Professional 
Engineer, holding California Registration Nos. E-13026 and M-20676, which expire on June 30, 2021.  
This work has been carried out under his direction, and all statements are true and correct of his own 
knowledge except, where noted, when data has been supplied by others, which data he believes to be 
correct. 
 

   ________________________________ 
 William F. Hammett, P.E.  
 707/996-5200 
  

 

August 21, 2019 



– City of Sacramento – 
Radio Frequency Compliance Measurements 

 

  
  Exhibit REV18-0068     ©2019 

 

Carrier ID  483695 “Pocket_5G301”   City Permit  REV18-0068 
Approximate Site Address  7715 Pocket Road 
 

Carrier  Verizon Wireless 

Visit Date  August 5, 2019 Visit Time  11:30 am  

Field Technician  Mr. Scott Walthard, a qualified employee of Hammett & Edison, Inc. 

Meter  Wandel & Goltermann Type EMR-300 Radiation Meter with  
 Type 25 Isotropic Electric Field Probe (Serial No. E-0001)  
 Calibration current, next due May 8, 2021  

Antenna Location  below light arm  
 

Measurement Results   
 

   Distance to  Distance to Exposure Level   Maximum Exposure 
        Occupational Limit Public Limit  at Light Fixture               at Ground Level     
  limit never reached less than 4 inches below 1.5% Public below 1.5% Public 

Conclusion  Based upon the information and analysis above, it is the undersigned’s professional 
opinion that this wireless telecommunications facility, as installed and operating at the time of the 
measurements, complies with the FCC guidelines limiting public exposure to radio frequency energy 
and, therefore, does not for this reason cause a significant impact on the environment  

Authorship  This Compliance Certification has been prepared by the undersigned Professional 
Engineer, holding California Registration Nos. E-13026 and M-20676, which expire on June 30, 2021.  
This work has been carried out under his direction, and all statements are true and correct of his own 
knowledge except, where noted, when data has been supplied by others, which data he believes to be 
correct. 
 

   ________________________________ 
 William F. Hammett, P.E.  
 707/996-5200 
  

 

August 21, 2019 



– City of Sacramento – 
Radio Frequency Compliance Measurements 

 

  
  Exhibit REV18-0070     ©2019 

 

Carrier ID  483699 “Pocket_5G194”   City Permit  REV18-0070 
Approximate Site Address  1070 Lake Front Drive 
 

Carrier  Verizon Wireless 

Visit Date  August 5, 2019 Visit Time  4:20 pm  

Field Technician  Mr. Scott Walthard, a qualified employee of Hammett & Edison, Inc. 

Meter  Wandel & Goltermann Type EMR-300 Radiation Meter with  
 Type 25 Isotropic Electric Field Probe (Serial No. E-0001)  
 Calibration current, next due May 8, 2021  

Antenna Location  below light arm  
 

Measurement Results   
 

   Distance to  Distance to Exposure Level   Maximum Exposure 
        Occupational Limit Public Limit  at Light Fixture               at Ground Level     
  limit never reached less than 3 inches below 1.5% Public below 1.5% Public 

Conclusion  Based upon the information and analysis above, it is the undersigned’s professional 
opinion that this wireless telecommunications facility, as installed and operating at the time of the 
measurements, complies with the FCC guidelines limiting public exposure to radio frequency energy 
and, therefore, does not for this reason cause a significant impact on the environment  

Authorship  This Compliance Certification has been prepared by the undersigned Professional 
Engineer, holding California Registration Nos. E-13026 and M-20676, which expire on June 30, 2021.  
This work has been carried out under his direction, and all statements are true and correct of his own 
knowledge except, where noted, when data has been supplied by others, which data he believes to be 
correct. 
 

   ________________________________ 
 William F. Hammett, P.E.  
 707/996-5200 
  

 

August 21, 2019 



– City of Sacramento – 
Radio Frequency Compliance Measurements 

 

  
  Exhibit REV18-0083     ©2019 

 

Carrier ID  483689 “Pocket_5G341”   City Permit  REV18-0083 
Approximate Site Address  7704 Silva Ranch Way on Pocket Road 
 

Carrier  Verizon Wireless 

Visit Date  August 5, 2019 Visit Time  9:50 am  

Field Technician  Mr. Scott Walthard, a qualified employee of Hammett & Edison, Inc. 

Meter  Wandel & Goltermann Type EMR-300 Radiation Meter with  
 Type 25 Isotropic Electric Field Probe (Serial No. E-0001)  
 Calibration current, next due May 8, 2021  

Antenna Location  below light arm  
 

Measurement Results   
 

   Distance to  Distance to Exposure Level   Maximum Exposure 
        Occupational Limit Public Limit  at Light Fixture               at Ground Level     
  limit never reached less than 4 inches below 1.5% Public below 1.5% Public 

Conclusion  Based upon the information and analysis above, it is the undersigned’s professional 
opinion that this wireless telecommunications facility, as installed and operating at the time of the 
measurements, complies with the FCC guidelines limiting public exposure to radio frequency energy 
and, therefore, does not for this reason cause a significant impact on the environment  

Authorship  This Compliance Certification has been prepared by the undersigned Professional 
Engineer, holding California Registration Nos. E-13026 and M-20676, which expire on June 30, 2021.  
This work has been carried out under his direction, and all statements are true and correct of his own 
knowledge except, where noted, when data has been supplied by others, which data he believes to be 
correct. 
 

   ________________________________ 
 William F. Hammett, P.E.  
 707/996-5200 
  

 

August 21, 2019 



– City of Sacramento – 
Radio Frequency Compliance Measurements 

 

  
  Exhibit REV18-0084     ©2019 

 

Carrier ID  483787 “Pocket_5G119”   City Permit  REV18-0084 
Approximate Site Address  7790 Elena Marie Drive 
 

Carrier  Verizon Wireless 

Visit Date  August 5, 2019 Visit Time  1:45 pm  

Field Technician  Mr. Scott Walthard, a qualified employee of Hammett & Edison, Inc. 

Meter  Wandel & Goltermann Type EMR-300 Radiation Meter with  
 Type 25 Isotropic Electric Field Probe (Serial No. E-0001)  
 Calibration current, next due May 8, 2021  

Antenna Location  below light arm  
 

Measurement Results   
 

   Distance to  Distance to Exposure Level   Maximum Exposure 
        Occupational Limit Public Limit  at Light Fixture               at Ground Level     
  limit never reached less than 6 inches below 1.5% Public below 1.5% Public 

Conclusion  Based upon the information and analysis above, it is the undersigned’s professional 
opinion that this wireless telecommunications facility, as installed and operating at the time of the 
measurements, complies with the FCC guidelines limiting public exposure to radio frequency energy 
and, therefore, does not for this reason cause a significant impact on the environment  

Authorship  This Compliance Certification has been prepared by the undersigned Professional 
Engineer, holding California Registration Nos. E-13026 and M-20676, which expire on June 30, 2021.  
This work has been carried out under his direction, and all statements are true and correct of his own 
knowledge except, where noted, when data has been supplied by others, which data he believes to be 
correct. 
 

   ________________________________ 
 William F. Hammett, P.E.  
 707/996-5200 
  

 

August 21, 2019 



– City of Sacramento – 
Radio Frequency Compliance Measurements 

 

  
  Exhibit REV18-0085     ©2019 

 

Carrier ID  483693 “Pocket_5G197”   City Permit  REV18-0085 
Approximate Site Address  11 Walnut Bay Court 
 

Carrier  Verizon Wireless 

Visit Date  August 5, 2019 Visit Time  11:00 am  

Field Technician  Mr. Scott Walthard, a qualified employee of Hammett & Edison, Inc. 

Meter  Wandel & Goltermann Type EMR-300 Radiation Meter with  
 Type 25 Isotropic Electric Field Probe (Serial No. E-0001)  
 Calibration current, next due May 8, 2021  

Antenna Location  below light arm  
 

Measurement Results   
 

   Distance to  Distance to Exposure Level   Maximum Exposure 
        Occupational Limit Public Limit  at Light Fixture               at Ground Level     
  limit never reached less than 4 inches below 1.5% Public below 1.5% Public 

Conclusion  Based upon the information and analysis above, it is the undersigned’s professional 
opinion that this wireless telecommunications facility, as installed and operating at the time of the 
measurements, complies with the FCC guidelines limiting public exposure to radio frequency energy 
and, therefore, does not for this reason cause a significant impact on the environment  

Authorship  This Compliance Certification has been prepared by the undersigned Professional 
Engineer, holding California Registration Nos. E-13026 and M-20676, which expire on June 30, 2021.  
This work has been carried out under his direction, and all statements are true and correct of his own 
knowledge except, where noted, when data has been supplied by others, which data he believes to be 
correct. 
 

   ________________________________ 
 William F. Hammett, P.E.  
 707/996-5200 
  

 

August 21, 2019 



– City of Sacramento – 
Radio Frequency Compliance Measurements 

 

  
  Exhibit REV18-0088     ©2019 

 

Carrier ID  483700 “Pocket_5G180”   City Permit  REV18-0088 
Approximate Site Address  7548 Greenhaven Drive 
 

Carrier  Verizon Wireless 

Visit Date  August 5, 2019 Visit Time  4:50 pm  

Field Technician  Mr. Scott Walthard, a qualified employee of Hammett & Edison, Inc. 

Meter  Wandel & Goltermann Type EMR-300 Radiation Meter with  
 Type 25 Isotropic Electric Field Probe (Serial No. E-0001)  
 Calibration current, next due May 8, 2021  

Antenna Location  below light arm  
 

Measurement Results   
 

   Distance to  Distance to Exposure Level   Maximum Exposure 
        Occupational Limit Public Limit  at Light Fixture               at Ground Level     
  limit never reached less than 4 inches below 1.5% Public below 1.5% Public 

Conclusion  Based upon the information and analysis above, it is the undersigned’s professional 
opinion that this wireless telecommunications facility, as installed and operating at the time of the 
measurements, complies with the FCC guidelines limiting public exposure to radio frequency energy 
and, therefore, does not for this reason cause a significant impact on the environment  

Authorship  This Compliance Certification has been prepared by the undersigned Professional 
Engineer, holding California Registration Nos. E-13026 and M-20676, which expire on June 30, 2021.  
This work has been carried out under his direction, and all statements are true and correct of his own 
knowledge except, where noted, when data has been supplied by others, which data he believes to be 
correct. 
 

   ________________________________ 
 William F. Hammett, P.E.  
 707/996-5200 
  

 

August 21, 2019 



– City of Sacramento – 
Radio Frequency Compliance Measurements 

 

  
  Exhibit REV18-0118     ©2019 

 

Carrier ID  484746 “Pocket_5G020”   City Permit  REV18-0118 
Approximate Site Address  11 Capri Court 
 

Carrier  Verizon Wireless 

Visit Date  August 5, 2019 Visit Time  8:20 am  

Field Technician  Mr. Scott Walthard, a qualified employee of Hammett & Edison, Inc. 

Meter  Wandel & Goltermann Type EMR-300 Radiation Meter with  
 Type 25 Isotropic Electric Field Probe (Serial No. E-0001)  
 Calibration current, next due May 8, 2021  

Antenna Location  below light arm  
 

Measurement Results   
 

   Distance to  Distance to Exposure Level   Maximum Exposure 
        Occupational Limit Public Limit  at Light Fixture               at Ground Level     
  limit never reached less than 4 inches below 1.5% Public below 1.5% Public 

Conclusion  Based upon the information and analysis above, it is the undersigned’s professional 
opinion that this wireless telecommunications facility, as installed and operating at the time of the 
measurements, complies with the FCC guidelines limiting public exposure to radio frequency energy 
and, therefore, does not for this reason cause a significant impact on the environment  

Authorship  This Compliance Certification has been prepared by the undersigned Professional 
Engineer, holding California Registration Nos. E-13026 and M-20676, which expire on June 30, 2021.  
This work has been carried out under his direction, and all statements are true and correct of his own 
knowledge except, where noted, when data has been supplied by others, which data he believes to be 
correct. 
 

   ________________________________ 
 William F. Hammett, P.E.  
 707/996-5200 
  

 

August 21, 2019 



– City of Sacramento – 
Radio Frequency Compliance Measurements 

 

  
  Exhibit REV18-0123     ©2019 

 

Carrier ID  483694 “Pocket_5G178”   City Permit  REV18-0123 
Approximate Site Address  8081 Lido Isle Lane 
 

Carrier  Verizon Wireless 

Visit Date  August 5, 2019 Visit Time  9:10 am  

Field Technician  Mr. Scott Walthard, a qualified employee of Hammett & Edison, Inc. 

Meter  Wandel & Goltermann Type EMR-300 Radiation Meter with  
 Type 25 Isotropic Electric Field Probe (Serial No. E-0001)  
 Calibration current, next due May 8, 2021  

Antenna Location  below light arm  
 

Measurement Results   
 

   Distance to  Distance to Exposure Level   Maximum Exposure 
        Occupational Limit Public Limit  at Light Fixture               at Ground Level     
  limit never reached less than 4 inches below 1.5% Public below 1.5% Public 

Conclusion  Based upon the information and analysis above, it is the undersigned’s professional 
opinion that this wireless telecommunications facility, as installed and operating at the time of the 
measurements, complies with the FCC guidelines limiting public exposure to radio frequency energy 
and, therefore, does not for this reason cause a significant impact on the environment  

Authorship  This Compliance Certification has been prepared by the undersigned Professional 
Engineer, holding California Registration Nos. E-13026 and M-20676, which expire on June 30, 2021.  
This work has been carried out under his direction, and all statements are true and correct of his own 
knowledge except, where noted, when data has been supplied by others, which data he believes to be 
correct. 
 

   ________________________________ 
 William F. Hammett, P.E.  
 707/996-5200 
  

 

August 21, 2019 



– City of Sacramento – 
Radio Frequency Compliance Measurements 

 

  
  Exhibit REV18-0123     ©2019 

 

Carrier ID  483694 “Pocket_5G178”   City Permit  REV18-0123 
Approximate Site Address  8081 Lido Isle Lane 
 

Carrier  Verizon Wireless 

Visit Date  August 5, 2019 Visit Time  9:10 am  

Field Technician  Mr. Scott Walthard, a qualified employee of Hammett & Edison, Inc. 

Meter  Wandel & Goltermann Type EMR-300 Radiation Meter with  
 Type 25 Isotropic Electric Field Probe (Serial No. E-0001)  
 Calibration current, next due May 8, 2021  

Antenna Location  below light arm  
 

Measurement Results   
 

   Distance to  Distance to Exposure Level   Maximum Exposure 
        Occupational Limit Public Limit  at Light Fixture               at Ground Level     
  limit never reached less than 4 inches below 1.5% Public below 1.5% Public 

Conclusion  Based upon the information and analysis above, it is the undersigned’s professional 
opinion that this wireless telecommunications facility, as installed and operating at the time of the 
measurements, complies with the FCC guidelines limiting public exposure to radio frequency energy 
and, therefore, does not for this reason cause a significant impact on the environment  

Authorship  This Compliance Certification has been prepared by the undersigned Professional 
Engineer, holding California Registration Nos. E-13026 and M-20676, which expire on June 30, 2021.  
This work has been carried out under his direction, and all statements are true and correct of his own 
knowledge except, where noted, when data has been supplied by others, which data he believes to be 
correct. 
 

   ________________________________ 
 William F. Hammett, P.E.  
 707/996-5200 
  

 

August 21, 2019 



– City of Sacramento – 
Radio Frequency Compliance Measurements 

 

  
  Exhibit REV18-0125     ©2019 

 

Carrier ID  485573 “Pocket_5G030”   City Permit  REV18-0125 
Approximate Site Address  6162 Riverside Boulevard 
 

Carrier  Verizon Wireless 

Visit Date  August 6, 2019 Visit Time  12:45 pm  

Field Technician  Mr. Scott Walthard, a qualified employee of Hammett & Edison, Inc. 

Meter  Wandel & Goltermann Type EMR-300 Radiation Meter with  
 Type 25 Isotropic Electric Field Probe (Serial No. E-0001)  
 Calibration current, next due May 8, 2021  

Antenna Location  below light arm  
 

Measurement Results   
 

   Distance to  Distance to Exposure Level   Maximum Exposure 
        Occupational Limit Public Limit  at Light Fixture               at Ground Level     
  limit never reached less than 4 inches below 1.5% Public below 1.5% Public 

Conclusion  Based upon the information and analysis above, it is the undersigned’s professional 
opinion that this wireless telecommunications facility, as installed and operating at the time of the 
measurements, complies with the FCC guidelines limiting public exposure to radio frequency energy 
and, therefore, does not for this reason cause a significant impact on the environment  

Authorship  This Compliance Certification has been prepared by the undersigned Professional 
Engineer, holding California Registration Nos. E-13026 and M-20676, which expire on June 30, 2021.  
This work has been carried out under his direction, and all statements are true and correct of his own 
knowledge except, where noted, when data has been supplied by others, which data he believes to be 
correct. 
 

   ________________________________ 
 William F. Hammett, P.E.  
 707/996-5200 
  

 

August 21, 2019 



– City of Sacramento – 
Radio Frequency Compliance Measurements 

 

  
  Exhibit REV18-0125     ©2019 

 

Carrier ID  485573 “Pocket_5G030”   City Permit  REV18-0125 
Approximate Site Address  6162 Riverside Boulevard 
 

Carrier  Verizon Wireless 

Visit Date  August 6, 2019 Visit Time  12:45 pm  

Field Technician  Mr. Scott Walthard, a qualified employee of Hammett & Edison, Inc. 

Meter  Wandel & Goltermann Type EMR-300 Radiation Meter with  
 Type 25 Isotropic Electric Field Probe (Serial No. E-0001)  
 Calibration current, next due May 8, 2021  

Antenna Location  below light arm  
 

Measurement Results   
 

   Distance to  Distance to Exposure Level   Maximum Exposure 
        Occupational Limit Public Limit  at Light Fixture               at Ground Level     
  limit never reached less than 4 inches below 1.5% Public below 1.5% Public 

Conclusion  Based upon the information and analysis above, it is the undersigned’s professional 
opinion that this wireless telecommunications facility, as installed and operating at the time of the 
measurements, complies with the FCC guidelines limiting public exposure to radio frequency energy 
and, therefore, does not for this reason cause a significant impact on the environment  

Authorship  This Compliance Certification has been prepared by the undersigned Professional 
Engineer, holding California Registration Nos. E-13026 and M-20676, which expire on June 30, 2021.  
This work has been carried out under his direction, and all statements are true and correct of his own 
knowledge except, where noted, when data has been supplied by others, which data he believes to be 
correct. 
 

   ________________________________ 
 William F. Hammett, P.E.  
 707/996-5200 
  

 

August 21, 2019 



– City of Sacramento – 
Radio Frequency Compliance Measurements 

 

  
  Exhibit REV18-0148     ©2019 

 

Carrier ID  483723 “Pocket_5G299”   City Permit  REV18-0148 
Approximate Site Address  880 Florin Road 
 

Carrier  Verizon Wireless 

Visit Date  August 6, 2019 Visit Time  11:05 am  

Field Technician  Mr. Scott Walthard, a qualified employee of Hammett & Edison, Inc. 

Meter  Wandel & Goltermann Type EMR-300 Radiation Meter with  
 Type 25 Isotropic Electric Field Probe (Serial No. E-0001)  
 Calibration current, next due May 8, 2021  

Antenna Location  below light arm  
 

Measurement Results   
 

   Distance to  Distance to Exposure Level   Maximum Exposure 
        Occupational Limit Public Limit  at Light Fixture               at Ground Level     
  limit never reached less than 4 inches below 1.5% Public below 1.5% Public 

Conclusion  Based upon the information and analysis above, it is the undersigned’s professional 
opinion that this wireless telecommunications facility, as installed and operating at the time of the 
measurements, complies with the FCC guidelines limiting public exposure to radio frequency energy 
and, therefore, does not for this reason cause a significant impact on the environment  

Authorship  This Compliance Certification has been prepared by the undersigned Professional 
Engineer, holding California Registration Nos. E-13026 and M-20676, which expire on June 30, 2021.  
This work has been carried out under his direction, and all statements are true and correct of his own 
knowledge except, where noted, when data has been supplied by others, which data he believes to be 
correct. 
 

   ________________________________ 
 William F. Hammett, P.E.  
 707/996-5200 
  

 

August 21, 2019 



– City of Sacramento – 
Radio Frequency Compliance Measurements 

 

  
  Exhibit REV18-0148     ©2019 

 

Carrier ID  483723 “Pocket_5G299”   City Permit  REV18-0148 
Approximate Site Address  880 Florin Road 
 

Carrier  Verizon Wireless 

Visit Date  August 6, 2019 Visit Time  11:05 am  

Field Technician  Mr. Scott Walthard, a qualified employee of Hammett & Edison, Inc. 

Meter  Wandel & Goltermann Type EMR-300 Radiation Meter with  
 Type 25 Isotropic Electric Field Probe (Serial No. E-0001)  
 Calibration current, next due May 8, 2021  

Antenna Location  below light arm  
 

Measurement Results   
 

   Distance to  Distance to Exposure Level   Maximum Exposure 
        Occupational Limit Public Limit  at Light Fixture               at Ground Level     
  limit never reached less than 4 inches below 1.5% Public below 1.5% Public 

Conclusion  Based upon the information and analysis above, it is the undersigned’s professional 
opinion that this wireless telecommunications facility, as installed and operating at the time of the 
measurements, complies with the FCC guidelines limiting public exposure to radio frequency energy 
and, therefore, does not for this reason cause a significant impact on the environment  

Authorship  This Compliance Certification has been prepared by the undersigned Professional 
Engineer, holding California Registration Nos. E-13026 and M-20676, which expire on June 30, 2021.  
This work has been carried out under his direction, and all statements are true and correct of his own 
knowledge except, where noted, when data has been supplied by others, which data he believes to be 
correct. 
 

   ________________________________ 
 William F. Hammett, P.E.  
 707/996-5200 
  

 

August 21, 2019 



– City of Sacramento – 
Radio Frequency Compliance Measurements 

 

  
  Exhibit REV18-0164     ©2019 

 

Carrier ID  483729 “Pocket_5G285”   City Permit  REV18-0164 
Approximate Site Address  6633 Gloria Drive 
 

Carrier  Verizon Wireless 

Visit Date  August 6, 2019 Visit Time  12:20 pm  

Field Technician  Mr. Scott Walthard, a qualified employee of Hammett & Edison, Inc. 

Meter  Wandel & Goltermann Type EMR-300 Radiation Meter with  
 Type 25 Isotropic Electric Field Probe (Serial No. E-0001)  
 Calibration current, next due May 8, 2021  

Antenna Location  below light arm  
 

Measurement Results   
 

   Distance to  Distance to Exposure Level   Maximum Exposure 
        Occupational Limit Public Limit  at Light Fixture               at Ground Level     
  limit never reached less than 2 inches below 1.5% Public below 1.5% Public 

Conclusion  Based upon the information and analysis above, it is the undersigned’s professional 
opinion that this wireless telecommunications facility, as installed and operating at the time of the 
measurements, complies with the FCC guidelines limiting public exposure to radio frequency energy 
and, therefore, does not for this reason cause a significant impact on the environment  

Authorship  This Compliance Certification has been prepared by the undersigned Professional 
Engineer, holding California Registration Nos. E-13026 and M-20676, which expire on June 30, 2021.  
This work has been carried out under his direction, and all statements are true and correct of his own 
knowledge except, where noted, when data has been supplied by others, which data he believes to be 
correct. 
 

   ________________________________ 
 William F. Hammett, P.E.  
 707/996-5200 
  

 

August 21, 2019 



– City of Sacramento – 
Radio Frequency Compliance Measurements 

 

  
  Exhibit REV18-0164     ©2019 

 

Carrier ID  483729 “Pocket_5G285”   City Permit  REV18-0164 
Approximate Site Address  6633 Gloria Drive 
 

Carrier  Verizon Wireless 

Visit Date  August 6, 2019 Visit Time  12:20 pm  

Field Technician  Mr. Scott Walthard, a qualified employee of Hammett & Edison, Inc. 

Meter  Wandel & Goltermann Type EMR-300 Radiation Meter with  
 Type 25 Isotropic Electric Field Probe (Serial No. E-0001)  
 Calibration current, next due May 8, 2021  

Antenna Location  below light arm  
 

Measurement Results   
 

   Distance to  Distance to Exposure Level   Maximum Exposure 
        Occupational Limit Public Limit  at Light Fixture               at Ground Level     
  limit never reached less than 2 inches below 1.5% Public below 1.5% Public 

Conclusion  Based upon the information and analysis above, it is the undersigned’s professional 
opinion that this wireless telecommunications facility, as installed and operating at the time of the 
measurements, complies with the FCC guidelines limiting public exposure to radio frequency energy 
and, therefore, does not for this reason cause a significant impact on the environment  

Authorship  This Compliance Certification has been prepared by the undersigned Professional 
Engineer, holding California Registration Nos. E-13026 and M-20676, which expire on June 30, 2021.  
This work has been carried out under his direction, and all statements are true and correct of his own 
knowledge except, where noted, when data has been supplied by others, which data he believes to be 
correct. 
 

   ________________________________ 
 William F. Hammett, P.E.  
 707/996-5200 
  

 

August 21, 2019 



– City of Sacramento – 
Radio Frequency Compliance Measurements 

 

  
  Exhibit REV18-0171     ©2019 

 

Carrier ID  483698 “Pocket_5G302”   City Permit  REV18-0171 
Approximate Site Address  7653 Windbridge Drive 
 

Carrier  Verizon Wireless 

Visit Date  August 5, 2019 Visit Time  2:30 pm  

Field Technician  Mr. Scott Walthard, a qualified employee of Hammett & Edison, Inc. 

Meter  Wandel & Goltermann Type EMR-300 Radiation Meter with  
 Type 25 Isotropic Electric Field Probe (Serial No. E-0001)  
 Calibration current, next due May 8, 2021  

Antenna Location  below light arm  
 

Measurement Results   
 

   Distance to  Distance to Exposure Level   Maximum Exposure 
        Occupational Limit Public Limit  at Light Fixture               at Ground Level     
  limit never reached less than 4 inches below 1.5% Public below 1.5% Public 

Conclusion  Based upon the information and analysis above, it is the undersigned’s professional 
opinion that this wireless telecommunications facility, as installed and operating at the time of the 
measurements, complies with the FCC guidelines limiting public exposure to radio frequency energy 
and, therefore, does not for this reason cause a significant impact on the environment  

Authorship  This Compliance Certification has been prepared by the undersigned Professional 
Engineer, holding California Registration Nos. E-13026 and M-20676, which expire on June 30, 2021.  
This work has been carried out under his direction, and all statements are true and correct of his own 
knowledge except, where noted, when data has been supplied by others, which data he believes to be 
correct. 
 

   ________________________________ 
 William F. Hammett, P.E.  
 707/996-5200 
  

 

August 21, 2019 



– City of Sacramento – 
Radio Frequency Compliance Measurements 

 

  
  Exhibit REV18-0171     ©2019 

 

Carrier ID  483698 “Pocket_5G302”   City Permit  REV18-0171 
Approximate Site Address  7653 Windbridge Drive 
 

Carrier  Verizon Wireless 

Visit Date  August 5, 2019 Visit Time  2:30 pm  

Field Technician  Mr. Scott Walthard, a qualified employee of Hammett & Edison, Inc. 

Meter  Wandel & Goltermann Type EMR-300 Radiation Meter with  
 Type 25 Isotropic Electric Field Probe (Serial No. E-0001)  
 Calibration current, next due May 8, 2021  

Antenna Location  below light arm  
 

Measurement Results   
 

   Distance to  Distance to Exposure Level   Maximum Exposure 
        Occupational Limit Public Limit  at Light Fixture               at Ground Level     
  limit never reached less than 4 inches below 1.5% Public below 1.5% Public 

Conclusion  Based upon the information and analysis above, it is the undersigned’s professional 
opinion that this wireless telecommunications facility, as installed and operating at the time of the 
measurements, complies with the FCC guidelines limiting public exposure to radio frequency energy 
and, therefore, does not for this reason cause a significant impact on the environment  

Authorship  This Compliance Certification has been prepared by the undersigned Professional 
Engineer, holding California Registration Nos. E-13026 and M-20676, which expire on June 30, 2021.  
This work has been carried out under his direction, and all statements are true and correct of his own 
knowledge except, where noted, when data has been supplied by others, which data he believes to be 
correct. 
 

   ________________________________ 
 William F. Hammett, P.E.  
 707/996-5200 
  

 

August 21, 2019 



– City of Sacramento – 
Radio Frequency Compliance Measurements 

 

  
  Exhibit REV18-0197     ©2019 

 

Carrier ID  483716 “Pocket_5G343”   City Permit  REV18-0197 
Approximate Site Address  7300 Greenhaven Drive 
 

Carrier  Verizon Wireless 

Visit Date  August 6, 2019 Visit Time  9:30 am  

Field Technician  Mr. Scott Walthard, a qualified employee of Hammett & Edison, Inc. 

Meter  Wandel & Goltermann Type EMR-300 Radiation Meter with  
 Type 25 Isotropic Electric Field Probe (Serial No. E-0001)  
 Calibration current, next due May 8, 2021  

Antenna Location  below light arm  
 

Measurement Results   
 

   Distance to  Distance to Exposure Level   Maximum Exposure 
        Occupational Limit Public Limit  at Light Fixture              at Ground Level      
  limit never reached less than 4 inches below 1.5% Public below 1.5% Public 

Conclusion  Based upon the information and analysis above, it is the undersigned’s professional 
opinion that this wireless telecommunications facility, as installed and operating at the time of the 
measurements, complies with the FCC guidelines limiting public exposure to radio frequency energy 
and, therefore, does not for this reason cause a significant impact on the environment  

Authorship  This Compliance Certification has been prepared by the undersigned Professional 
Engineer, holding California Registration Nos. E-13026 and M-20676, which expire on June 30, 2021.  
This work has been carried out under his direction, and all statements are true and correct of his own 
knowledge except, where noted, when data has been supplied by others, which data he believes to be 
correct. 
 

   ________________________________ 
 William F. Hammett, P.E.  
 707/996-5200 
  

 

August 21, 2019 



– City of Sacramento – 
Radio Frequency Compliance Measurements 

 

  
  Exhibit REV18-0197     ©2019 

 

Carrier ID  483716 “Pocket_5G343”   City Permit  REV18-0197 
Approximate Site Address  7300 Greenhaven Drive 
 

Carrier  Verizon Wireless 

Visit Date  August 6, 2019 Visit Time  9:30 am  

Field Technician  Mr. Scott Walthard, a qualified employee of Hammett & Edison, Inc. 

Meter  Wandel & Goltermann Type EMR-300 Radiation Meter with  
 Type 25 Isotropic Electric Field Probe (Serial No. E-0001)  
 Calibration current, next due May 8, 2021  

Antenna Location  below light arm  
 

Measurement Results   
 

   Distance to  Distance to Exposure Level   Maximum Exposure 
        Occupational Limit Public Limit  at Light Fixture              at Ground Level      
  limit never reached less than 4 inches below 1.5% Public below 1.5% Public 

Conclusion  Based upon the information and analysis above, it is the undersigned’s professional 
opinion that this wireless telecommunications facility, as installed and operating at the time of the 
measurements, complies with the FCC guidelines limiting public exposure to radio frequency energy 
and, therefore, does not for this reason cause a significant impact on the environment  

Authorship  This Compliance Certification has been prepared by the undersigned Professional 
Engineer, holding California Registration Nos. E-13026 and M-20676, which expire on June 30, 2021.  
This work has been carried out under his direction, and all statements are true and correct of his own 
knowledge except, where noted, when data has been supplied by others, which data he believes to be 
correct. 
 

   ________________________________ 
 William F. Hammett, P.E.  
 707/996-5200 
  

 

August 21, 2019 



– City of Sacramento – 
Radio Frequency Compliance Measurements 

 

  
  Exhibit REV18-0223     ©2019 

 

Carrier ID  483719 “Pocket_5G298”   City Permit  REV18-0223 
Approximate Site Address  7236 Greenhaven Drive 
 

Carrier  Verizon Wireless 

Visit Date  August 6, 2019 Visit Time  8:35 am  

Field Technician  Mr. Scott Walthard, a qualified employee of Hammett & Edison, Inc. 

Meter  Wandel & Goltermann Type EMR-300 Radiation Meter with  
 Type 25 Isotropic Electric Field Probe (Serial No. E-0001)  
 Calibration current, next due May 8, 2021  

Antenna Location  below light arm  
 

Measurement Results   
 

   Distance to  Distance to Exposure Level   Maximum Exposure 
        Occupational Limit Public Limit  at Light Fixture               at Ground Level     
  limit never reached less than 6 inches below 1.5% Public below 1.5% Public 

Conclusion  Based upon the information and analysis above, it is the undersigned’s professional 
opinion that this wireless telecommunications facility, as installed and operating at the time of the 
measurements, complies with the FCC guidelines limiting public exposure to radio frequency energy 
and, therefore, does not for this reason cause a significant impact on the environment  

Authorship  This Compliance Certification has been prepared by the undersigned Professional 
Engineer, holding California Registration Nos. E-13026 and M-20676, which expire on June 30, 2021.  
This work has been carried out under his direction, and all statements are true and correct of his own 
knowledge except, where noted, when data has been supplied by others, which data he believes to be 
correct. 
 

   ________________________________ 
 William F. Hammett, P.E.  
 707/996-5200 
  

 

August 21, 2019 



– City of Sacramento – 
Radio Frequency Compliance Measurements 

 

  
  Exhibit REV18-0223     ©2019 

 

Carrier ID  483719 “Pocket_5G298”   City Permit  REV18-0223 
Approximate Site Address  7236 Greenhaven Drive 
 

Carrier  Verizon Wireless 

Visit Date  August 6, 2019 Visit Time  8:35 am  

Field Technician  Mr. Scott Walthard, a qualified employee of Hammett & Edison, Inc. 

Meter  Wandel & Goltermann Type EMR-300 Radiation Meter with  
 Type 25 Isotropic Electric Field Probe (Serial No. E-0001)  
 Calibration current, next due May 8, 2021  

Antenna Location  below light arm  
 

Measurement Results   
 

   Distance to  Distance to Exposure Level   Maximum Exposure 
        Occupational Limit Public Limit  at Light Fixture               at Ground Level     
  limit never reached less than 6 inches below 1.5% Public below 1.5% Public 

Conclusion  Based upon the information and analysis above, it is the undersigned’s professional 
opinion that this wireless telecommunications facility, as installed and operating at the time of the 
measurements, complies with the FCC guidelines limiting public exposure to radio frequency energy 
and, therefore, does not for this reason cause a significant impact on the environment  

Authorship  This Compliance Certification has been prepared by the undersigned Professional 
Engineer, holding California Registration Nos. E-13026 and M-20676, which expire on June 30, 2021.  
This work has been carried out under his direction, and all statements are true and correct of his own 
knowledge except, where noted, when data has been supplied by others, which data he believes to be 
correct. 
 

   ________________________________ 
 William F. Hammett, P.E.  
 707/996-5200 
  

 

August 21, 2019 



– City of Sacramento – 
Radio Frequency Compliance Measurements 

 

  
  Exhibit REV18-0276     ©2019 

 

Carrier ID  483696 “Pocket_5G283”   City Permit  REV18-0276 
Approximate Site Address  7760 Roberts River Way 
 

Carrier  Verizon Wireless 

Visit Date  August 5, 2019 Visit Time  12:00 pm  

Field Technician  Mr. Scott Walthard, a qualified employee of Hammett & Edison, Inc. 

Meter  Wandel & Goltermann Type EMR-300 Radiation Meter with  
 Type 25 Isotropic Electric Field Probe (Serial No. E-0001)  
 Calibration current, next due May 8, 2021  

Antenna Location  below light arm  
 

Measurement Results   
 

   Distance to  Distance to Exposure Level   Maximum Exposure 
        Occupational Limit Public Limit  at Light Fixture               at Ground Level     
  limit never reached less than 4 inches below 1.5% Public below 1.5% Public 

Conclusion  Based upon the information and analysis above, it is the undersigned’s professional 
opinion that this wireless telecommunications facility, as installed and operating at the time of the 
measurements, complies with the FCC guidelines limiting public exposure to radio frequency energy 
and, therefore, does not for this reason cause a significant impact on the environment  

Authorship  This Compliance Certification has been prepared by the undersigned Professional 
Engineer, holding California Registration Nos. E-13026 and M-20676, which expire on June 30, 2021.  
This work has been carried out under his direction, and all statements are true and correct of his own 
knowledge except, where noted, when data has been supplied by others, which data he believes to be 
correct. 
 

   ________________________________ 
 William F. Hammett, P.E.  
 707/996-5200 
  

 

August 21, 2019 



– City of Sacramento – 
Radio Frequency Compliance Measurements 

 

  
  Exhibit REV18-0276     ©2019 

 

Carrier ID  483696 “Pocket_5G283”   City Permit  REV18-0276 
Approximate Site Address  7760 Roberts River Way 
 

Carrier  Verizon Wireless 

Visit Date  August 5, 2019 Visit Time  12:00 pm  

Field Technician  Mr. Scott Walthard, a qualified employee of Hammett & Edison, Inc. 

Meter  Wandel & Goltermann Type EMR-300 Radiation Meter with  
 Type 25 Isotropic Electric Field Probe (Serial No. E-0001)  
 Calibration current, next due May 8, 2021  

Antenna Location  below light arm  
 

Measurement Results   
 

   Distance to  Distance to Exposure Level   Maximum Exposure 
        Occupational Limit Public Limit  at Light Fixture               at Ground Level     
  limit never reached less than 4 inches below 1.5% Public below 1.5% Public 

Conclusion  Based upon the information and analysis above, it is the undersigned’s professional 
opinion that this wireless telecommunications facility, as installed and operating at the time of the 
measurements, complies with the FCC guidelines limiting public exposure to radio frequency energy 
and, therefore, does not for this reason cause a significant impact on the environment  

Authorship  This Compliance Certification has been prepared by the undersigned Professional 
Engineer, holding California Registration Nos. E-13026 and M-20676, which expire on June 30, 2021.  
This work has been carried out under his direction, and all statements are true and correct of his own 
knowledge except, where noted, when data has been supplied by others, which data he believes to be 
correct. 
 

   ________________________________ 
 William F. Hammett, P.E.  
 707/996-5200 
  

 

August 21, 2019 



– City of Sacramento – 
Radio Frequency Compliance Measurements 

 

  
  Exhibit REV18-0323     ©2019 

 

Carrier ID  483727 “Pocket_5G288”   City Permit  REV18-0323 
Approximate Site Address  660 Florin Road 
 

Carrier  Verizon Wireless 

Visit Date  August 6, 2019 Visit Time  11:40 am  

Field Technician  Mr. Scott Walthard, a qualified employee of Hammett & Edison, Inc. 

Meter  Wandel & Goltermann Type EMR-300 Radiation Meter with  
 Type 25 Isotropic Electric Field Probe (Serial No. E-0001)  
 Calibration current, next due May 8, 2021  

Antenna Location  below light arm  
 

Measurement Results   
 

   Distance to  Distance to Exposure Level   Maximum Exposure 
        Occupational Limit Public Limit  at Light Fixture               at Ground Level     
  limit never reached less than 4 inches below 1.5% Public below 1.5% Public 

Conclusion  Based upon the information and analysis above, it is the undersigned’s professional 
opinion that this wireless telecommunications facility, as installed and operating at the time of the 
measurements, complies with the FCC guidelines limiting public exposure to radio frequency energy 
and, therefore, does not for this reason cause a significant impact on the environment  

Authorship  This Compliance Certification has been prepared by the undersigned Professional 
Engineer, holding California Registration Nos. E-13026 and M-20676, which expire on June 30, 2021.  
This work has been carried out under his direction, and all statements are true and correct of his own 
knowledge except, where noted, when data has been supplied by others, which data he believes to be 
correct. 
 

   ________________________________ 
 William F. Hammett, P.E.  
 707/996-5200 
  

 

August 21, 2019 



– City of Sacramento – 
Radio Frequency Compliance Measurements 

 

  
  Exhibit REV18-0323     ©2019 

 

Carrier ID  483727 “Pocket_5G288”   City Permit  REV18-0323 
Approximate Site Address  660 Florin Road 
 

Carrier  Verizon Wireless 

Visit Date  August 6, 2019 Visit Time  11:40 am  

Field Technician  Mr. Scott Walthard, a qualified employee of Hammett & Edison, Inc. 

Meter  Wandel & Goltermann Type EMR-300 Radiation Meter with  
 Type 25 Isotropic Electric Field Probe (Serial No. E-0001)  
 Calibration current, next due May 8, 2021  

Antenna Location  below light arm  
 

Measurement Results   
 

   Distance to  Distance to Exposure Level   Maximum Exposure 
        Occupational Limit Public Limit  at Light Fixture               at Ground Level     
  limit never reached less than 4 inches below 1.5% Public below 1.5% Public 

Conclusion  Based upon the information and analysis above, it is the undersigned’s professional 
opinion that this wireless telecommunications facility, as installed and operating at the time of the 
measurements, complies with the FCC guidelines limiting public exposure to radio frequency energy 
and, therefore, does not for this reason cause a significant impact on the environment  

Authorship  This Compliance Certification has been prepared by the undersigned Professional 
Engineer, holding California Registration Nos. E-13026 and M-20676, which expire on June 30, 2021.  
This work has been carried out under his direction, and all statements are true and correct of his own 
knowledge except, where noted, when data has been supplied by others, which data he believes to be 
correct. 
 

   ________________________________ 
 William F. Hammett, P.E.  
 707/996-5200 
  

 

August 21, 2019 
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CUUT360X06Fxyz0
TRI BAND  |  OMNI  |  CANISTER ANTENNA  |  X-POL  |  FIXED TILT  |  610 MM (24.0 IN)

Quoted performance parameters are provided to offer typical, peak or range values only and may vary as a result of normal testing, manufacturing and operational conditions.  Extreme 
operational conditions and/or stress on structural supports is beyond our control.  Such conditions may result in damage to this product.  Improvements to products may be made without notice.

REV012419NA www.amphenol-antennas.com 1 of 5

696-960 / 1695-2700 / 1695-2700 MHz

•  Omni configuration with 6 connectors
•  Ideal for Small Cell / DAS applications
•  Available with 4.3-10 or 7/16-DIN connectors
•  Four unique mounting options
•  Available for order with a grey, brown or black radome

Features

Connector Description

The antenna has 6 connectors located at the bottom.

Low Band  R1 696-960 MHz       (2x) 4.3-10 or 7/16-DIN Female

Mid Band #1  Y1 1695-2700 MHz       (2x) 4.3-10 or 7/16-DIN Female

Mid Band #2  Y2 1695-2700 MHz       (2x) 4.3-10 or 7/16-DIN Female

Electrical Characteristics  R1  Y1   Y2

Frequency Bands (MHz)
696-960 MHz (2x) 1695-2700 MHz

696-806 806-960 1695-1880 1850-1990 1920-2200 2300-2700

Polarization ±45° (2x) ±45°

Horizontal Beamwidth 360° 360° 360° 360° 360° 360°

Vertical Beamwidth 47.5° ±5.2° 35.4° ±7.8° 17.4° ±1.7° 16.0° ±1.1° 15.3° ±1.2° 12.6° ±1.4°

Gain (dBi) 6.3 ± 2.0 5.6 ± 1.4 9.4 ± 0.5 9.4 ± 0.6 9.6 ± 0.6 9.8 ± 0.6

Electrical Downtilt (°) (x) 0, 5 (y) 0, 4, 6

Impedance 50Ω 50Ω

VSWR ≤ 1.5:1 ≤ 1.5:1

Upper Sidelobe Suppression N/A > 12 dB

Isolation Between Ports 20 dB 25 dB

IM3 (2x20W carrier) < -153 dBc < -153 dBc

Input Power (2x) 500 W (4x) 300 W

Diplexed No

Number of Sectors, Sector Spacing 
and/or Pattern Shape Omni

Lightning Protection Direct Ground

Mechanical Characteristics

Antenna Dimensions (Height x Diameter) 610 x 371 mm 24.0 x 14.6 in

Weight without Mounting Bracket Kit 10.0 kg 22.1 lbs

Antenna Volume 0.07 m3 2.3 ft3

Survival Wind Speed 241 km/hr 150 mph

Wind Area 0.22 m2 2.4 ft2

Wind Load (160 km/hr or 100 mph) 191 N 43 lbf



CUUT360X06Fxyz0
TRI BAND  |  OMNI  |  CANISTER ANTENNA  |  X-POL  |  FIXED TILT  |  610 MM (24.0 IN)

Quoted performance parameters are provided to offer typical, peak or range values only and may vary as a result of normal testing, manufacturing and operational conditions.  Extreme 
operational conditions and/or stress on structural supports is beyond our control.  Such conditions may result in damage to this product.  Improvements to products may be made without notice.
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696-960 / 1695-2700 / 1695-2700 MHz

Bottom View - Labeling



CUUT360X06Fxyz0
TRI BAND  |  OMNI  |  CANISTER ANTENNA  |  X-POL  |  FIXED TILT  |  610 MM (24.0 IN)

Quoted performance parameters are provided to offer typical, peak or range values only and may vary as a result of normal testing, manufacturing and operational conditions.  Extreme 
operational conditions and/or stress on structural supports is beyond our control.  Such conditions may result in damage to this product.  Improvements to products may be made without notice.
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696-960 / 1695-2700 / 1695-2700 MHz

Bottom View - Connector Diagram



CUUT360X06Fxyz0
TRI BAND  |  OMNI  |  CANISTER ANTENNA  |  X-POL  |  FIXED TILT  |  610 MM (24.0 IN)

Quoted performance parameters are provided to offer typical, peak or range values only and may vary as a result of normal testing, manufacturing and operational conditions.  Extreme 
operational conditions and/or stress on structural supports is beyond our control.  Such conditions may result in damage to this product.  Improvements to products may be made without notice.
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696-960 / 1695-2700 / 1695-2700 MHz

Ordering Options
When ordering, select the Radome Color, Degree of Electrical Downtilt for the Low (x) and Mid Bands (y) and the Connector Type (z).

Radome Color

Electrical Downtilt Degree Connector Type (z)

Low Band 
 R1

(x)

Mid Band 
 Y1   Y2

(y)
4.3-10 Female 7/16-DIN Female

Grey
Pantone 420 C

0° 0° CUUT360X06F00s0 CUUT360X06F00D0

0° 4° CUUT360X06F04s0 CUUT360X06F04D0

0° 6° CUUT360X06F06s0 CUUT360X06F06D0

5° 0° CUUT360X06F50s0 CUUT360X06F50D0

5° 4° CUUT360X06F54s0 CUUT360X06F54D0

5° 6° CUUT360X06F56s0 CUUT360X06F56D0

Brown
Pantone 476 C

0° 0° CUUT360X06F00s0BR CUUT360X06F00D0BR

0° 4° CUUT360X06F04s0BR CUUT360X06F04D0BR

0° 6° CUUT360X06F06s0BR CUUT360X06F06D0BR

5° 0° CUUT360X06F50s0BR CUUT360X06F50D0BR

5° 4° CUUT360X06F54s0BR CUUT360X06F54D0BR

5° 6° CUUT360X06F56s0BR CUUT360X06F56D0BR

Black
RAL 9011

0° 0° CUUT360X06F00s0BK CUUT360X06F00D0BK

0° 4° CUUT360X06F04s0BK CUUT360X06F04D0BK

0° 6° CUUT360X06F06s0BK CUUT360X06F06D0BK

5° 0° CUUT360X06F50s0BK CUUT360X06F50D0BK

5° 4° CUUT360X06F54s0BK CUUT360X06F54D0BK

5° 6° CUUT360X06F56s0BK CUUT360X06F56D0BK
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TRI BAND  |  OMNI  |  CANISTER ANTENNA  |  X-POL  |  FIXED TILT  |  610 MM (24.0 IN)

Quoted performance parameters are provided to offer typical, peak or range values only and may vary as a result of normal testing, manufacturing and operational conditions.  Extreme 
operational conditions and/or stress on structural supports is beyond our control.  Such conditions may result in damage to this product.  Improvements to products may be made without notice.
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696-960 / 1695-2700 / 1695-2700 MHz

Mounting Kits
This antenna can be mounted using any of the following mounting kits.  Mounting kits must be ordered separately.

Side Mounting 
Bracket Kit

Top Mounting 
Bracket Kit

Utility Pole Mounting 
Bracket Kit

Wide Diameter Pole Top 
Mounting Bracket Kit

CWT-MKS-SIDE CWT-MKS-TOP WB3X-MKS-01 CWT-MKS-BASE-xx
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CUUD120X06Fxyz0
TRI BAND  |  BROAD-BEAM 120°, HEART-SHAPE  |  CANISTER ANTENNA  |  X-POL  |  FIXED TILT  |  610 MM (24.0 IN)

Quoted performance parameters are provided to offer typical, peak or range values only and may vary as a result of normal testing, manufacturing and operational conditions.  Extreme 
operational conditions and/or stress on structural supports is beyond our control.  Such conditions may result in damage to this product.  Improvements to products may be made without notice.
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696-960 / 1695-2700 / 1695-2700 MHz

•  Broad-Beam 120°, Heart-Shape configuration with 6 connectors 
•  Ideal for Small Cell / DAS applications
•  Available with 4.3-10 or 7/16-DIN connectors
•  Four unique mounting options
•  Available for order with a grey, brown or black radome

Features

Connector Description

The antenna has 6 connectors located at the bottom.

Low Band  R1 696-960 MHz       (2x) 4.3-10 or 7/16-DIN Female

Mid Band #1  Y1 1695-2700 MHz       (2x) 4.3-10 or 7/16-DIN Female

Mid Band #2  Y2 1695-2700 MHz       (2x) 4.3-10 or 7/16-DIN Female

Electrical Characteristics  R1  Y1   Y2

Frequency Bands (MHz)
696-960 MHz (2x) 1695-2700 MHz

696-806 806-960 1695-1880 1850-1990 1920-2180 2200-2700

Polarization ±45° ±45°

Horizontal Beamwidth 130° 120° 130° 125° 120° 115°

Vertical Beamwidth 45° 36° 19° 18° 16° 21°

Gain 6.5 dBi 7.1 dBi 10.9 dBi 11.1 dBi 11.3 dBi 11.6 dBi

Electrical Downtilt (°) (x) 0, 5 (y) 0, 6

Impedance 50Ω 50Ω

VSWR ≤ 1.5:1 ≤ 1.5:1

Upper Sidelobe Suppression N/A > 15 dB

Front-to-Back Ratio > 11 dB > 13 dB

Isolation Between Ports 20 dB 28 dB

IM3 (2x20W carrier) < -153 dBc < -153 dBc

Input Power (2x) 500 W (4x) 300 W

Diplexed No

Number of Sectors, Sector Spacing 
and/or Pattern Shape 1 Sector, Heart-Shape

Lightning Protection Direct Ground

Mechanical Characteristics

Antenna Dimensions (Height x Diameter) 610 x 371 mm 24.0 x 14.6 in

Weight without Mounting Bracket Kit 13 kg 28 lbs

Antenna Volume 0.07 m3 2.3 ft3

Survival Wind Speed 241 km/hr 150 mph

Wind Area 0.22 m2 2.4 ft2

Wind Load (160 km/hr or 100 mph) 191 N 43 lbf



CUUD120X06Fxyz0
TRI BAND  |  BROAD-BEAM 120°, HEART-SHAPE  |  CANISTER ANTENNA  |  X-POL  |  FIXED TILT  |  610 MM (24.0 IN)

Quoted performance parameters are provided to offer typical, peak or range values only and may vary as a result of normal testing, manufacturing and operational conditions.  Extreme 
operational conditions and/or stress on structural supports is beyond our control.  Such conditions may result in damage to this product.  Improvements to products may be made without notice.
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696-960 / 1695-2700 / 1695-2700 MHz

Bottom View - Connector Diagram
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TRI BAND  |  BROAD-BEAM 120°, HEART-SHAPE  |  CANISTER ANTENNA  |  X-POL  |  FIXED TILT  |  610 MM (24.0 IN)

Quoted performance parameters are provided to offer typical, peak or range values only and may vary as a result of normal testing, manufacturing and operational conditions.  Extreme 
operational conditions and/or stress on structural supports is beyond our control.  Such conditions may result in damage to this product.  Improvements to products may be made without notice.
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Bottom View - Connector Diagram



CUUD120X06Fxyz0
TRI BAND  |  BROAD-BEAM 120°, HEART-SHAPE  |  CANISTER ANTENNA  |  X-POL  |  FIXED TILT  |  610 MM (24.0 IN)

Quoted performance parameters are provided to offer typical, peak or range values only and may vary as a result of normal testing, manufacturing and operational conditions.  Extreme 
operational conditions and/or stress on structural supports is beyond our control.  Such conditions may result in damage to this product.  Improvements to products may be made without notice.
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696-960 / 1695-2700 / 1695-2700 MHz

Ordering Options
When ordering, select the Radome Color, Degree of Electrical Downtilt for the Low (x) and Mid Bands (y) and the Connector Type (z).  

Radome Color

Electrical Downtilt Degree Connector Type (z)

Low Band 
 R1

(x)

Mid Band 
 Y1   Y2

(y)
4.3-10 Female 7/16-DIN Female

Grey
Pantone 420 C

0° 0° CUUD120X06F00s0 CUUD120X06F00D0

0° 6° CUUD120X06F06s0 CUUD120X06F06D0

5° 0° CUUD120X06F50s0 CUUD120X06F50D0

5° 6° CUUD120X06F56s0 CUUD120X06F56D0

Brown
Pantone 476 C

0° 0° CUUD120X06F00s0BR CUUD120X06F00D0BR

0° 6° CUUD120X06F06s0BR CUUD120X06F06D0BR

5° 0° CUUD120X06F50s0BR CUUD120X06F50D0BR

5° 6° CUUD120X06F56s0BR CUUD120X06F56D0BR

Black
RAL 9011

0° 0° CUUD120X06F00s0BK CUUD120X06F00D0BK

0° 6° CUUD120X06F06s0BK CUUD120X06F06D0BK

5° 0° CUUD120X06F50s0BK CUUD120X06F50D0BK

5° 6° CUUD120X06F56s0BK CUUD120X06F56D0BK
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Quoted performance parameters are provided to offer typical, peak or range values only and may vary as a result of normal testing, manufacturing and operational conditions.  Extreme 
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696-960 / 1695-2700 / 1695-2700 MHz

Mounting Kits
This antenna can be mounted using any of the following mounting kits.  Mounting kits must be ordered separately.

Side Mounting 
Bracket Kit

Top Mounting 
Bracket Kit

Utility Pole Mounting 
Bracket Kit

Wide Diameter Pole Top 
Mounting Bracket Kit

CWT-MKS-SIDE CWT-MKS-TOP WB3X-MKS-01 CWT-MKS-BASE-xx



Appendix I 
  Details of the site characteristics 

Results from the modeling of worstcase RF exposures 

 Results of the onsite RF measurements. 



No

Revocable 

Permit No Type Carrier Address RF Consultant

RF 

Consultant 

Report 

Date

Antenna Alpha 

Sector Azimuth

Frequency 

(GHz)

Number of 

Transmitters

Trasmit 

Power 

(dBm) 

Trasmit 

Power 

(Watts) 

Loss 

(dB)

Total 

Input 

Power 

(Watts)

Gain 

(dBd)

ERP 

(Watts)

Antenna 

Bottom 

above 

Ground 

per Plan 

(ft) 

Elevation above 

Ground (Z) to 

Bottom of 

Antenna  Used 

in Roofview Calc 

(ft)

Antenna 

Beta 

Sector Azimuth

Azimuthal 

Seperation

Frequency 

(GHz)

Number of 

Transmitters

Trasmit 

Power 

(dBm) 

Trasmit 

Power 

(Watts) 

Loss 

(dB)

Total 

Input 

Power 

(Watts)

Gain 

(dBd)

ERP 

(Watts)

Antenna 

Bottom 

above 

Ground 

per Plan 

(ft) 

Elevation above 

Ground (Z) to 

Bottom of 

Antenna  Used 

in Roofview Calc 

(ft)

Maximium 

Ground Level 

RF Exposure 

Modeled  

(%FCC Pulic 

MPE) 

Maximium 

Ground Level 

RF  Exposure 

(H&E) 

Measured (% 

FCC Pulic MPE) 

At the Elevation of 

the Antenna ,the  

Modeled Horizontal 

Distance  From front 

of Antenna to the  

Public MPE (in)

At the Elevation of the 

Antenna ,the (H&E)  

Measured  Horizontal 

Distance from front of 

Antenna to the Public 

MPE (inches)

RF Exposure  (H&E)  

Measured at Light 

Fixture (% Public MPE) 

1 REV18-0045 5G Verizon Rush River Dr - 7701 EBI 2/23/2018

Samsung 

NAU110 160 27.5 4 29.49 0.89 3 1.78 25.35 610 26.7 32

Samsung 

NAU110 340 160 27.5 4 29.49 0.89 3 1.78 25.35 610 23.4 30 6.6 <1.5 36 <3 <1.5

2 REV18-0047 5G Verizon Linda Isle Ln - 8018 EBI 2/23/2018

Samsung 

NAU111 150 27.5 4 29.49 0.89 3 1.78 25.35 610 25.7 26 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 6.6 <1.5 36 4 <1.5

3 REV18-0065 5G Verizon Riverside Blvd - 6216 EBI 3/2/2018

Samsung 

NAU112 290 27.5 4 29.49 0.89 3 1.78 25.35 610 26.2 25.8 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 6.6 <1.5 36 <4 <1.5

4 REV18-0067 5G Verizon Windbridge Dr - 7537 EBI 3/2/2018

Samsung 

NAU113 170 27.5 4 29.49 0.89 3 1.78 25.35 610 26.4 25.75 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 6.6 <1.5 36 <3 NM

5 REV18-0068 5G Verizon Pocket Rd - 7715 EBI 3/5/2018

Samsung 

NAU114 210 27.5 4 29.49 0.89 3 1.78 25.35 610 26.3 26.5

Samsung 

NAU110 350 140 27.5 4 29.49 0.89 3 1.78 25.35 610 26.3 26.5 6.5 <1.5 36 <4 <1.5

6 REV18-0070 5G Verizon Lake Front Dr - 100 EBI 3/5/2018

Samsung 

NAU115 350 27.5 4 29.49 0.89 3 1.78 25.35 610 26.3 25.75 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 6.6 <1.5 36 <3 <1.5

7 REV18-0083 5G Verizon Silva Ranch Way - 7704 EBI 3/6/2018

Samsung 

NAU116 25 27.5 4 29.49 0.89 3 1.78 25.35 610 26.2 26.2

Samsung 

NAU110 150 125 27.5 4 29.49 0.89 3 1.78 25.35 610 27.2 25.8 6.6 <1.5 36 <4 <1.5

8 REV18-0084 5G Verizon Elena Marie Dr - 7790 EBI 3/7/2018

Samsung 

NAU117 70 27.5 4 29.49 0.89 3 1.78 25.35 610 27.2 25.8

Samsung 

NAU110 270 200 27.5 4 29.49 0.89 3 1.78 25.35 610 27.2 25.8 6.6 <1.5 36 <6 <1.5

9 REV18-0085 5G Verizon Pocket Road - 7992 EBI 3/5/2018

Samsung 

NAU118 160 27.5 4 29.49 0.89 3 1.78 25.35 610 28.2 28.2 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 6.6 <1.5 36 <4 <1.5

10 REV18-0088 5G Verizon Greenhaven Rd - 7548 EBI 3/6/2018

Samsung 

NAU119 70 27.5 4 29.49 0.89 3 1.78 25.35 610 26.1 25.8

Samsung 

NAU110 270 160 27.5 4 29.49 0.89 3 1.78 25.35 610 26.1 25.8 6.6 <1.5 36 <4 <1.5

11 REV18-0118 5G Verizon Capri Ct - 11 EBI 3/9/2018

Samsung 

NAU120 160 27.5 4 29.49 0.89 3 1.78 25.35 610 28.08 26

Samsung 

NAU110 340 180 27.5 4 29.49 0.89 3 1.78 25.35 610 28.08 26 6.6 <1.5 36 <4 <1.5

12 REV18-0123 5G Verizon Lido Isle Ln - 8081 EBI 3/9/2018

Samsung 

NAU121 0 27.5 4 29.49 0.89 3 1.78 25.35 610 25.8 25.8

Samsung 

NAU110 180 180 27.5 4 29.49 0.89 3 1.78 25.35 610 25.8 25.8 6.6 <1.5 36 <4 <1.5

13 REV18-0125 5G Verizon Riverside Blvd -  6162 EBI 3/14/2018

Samsung 

NAU122 80 27.5 4 29.49 0.89 3 1.78 25.35 610 26 26.1 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 6.6 <1.5 36 <4 <1.5

14 REV18-0148 5G Verizon Florin Rd - 880 EBI 3/14/2018

Samsung 

NAU123 200 27.5 4 29.49 0.89 3 1.78 25.35 610 26.2 26 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 6.6 <1.5 36 <4 <1.5

15 REV18-0164 5G Verizon Gloria Dr - 6633 EBI 3/15/2018

Samsung 

NAU124 200 27.5 4 29.49 0.89 3 1.78 25.35 610 26.3 25.8 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 6.6 <1.5 36 <2 <1.5

16 REV18-0171 5G Verizon Windbridge Dr - 7653 EBI 3/19/2018

Samsung 

NAU125 150 27.5 4 29.49 0.89 3 1.78 25.35 610 26.4 26 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 6.6 <1.5 36 <4 <1.5

17 REV18-0197 5G Verizon Greenhaven Dr - 7300 EBI 3/19/2018

Samsung 

NAU126 290 27.5 4 29.49 0.89 3 1.78 25.35 610 26.2 25.8 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 6.6 <1.5 36 <4 <1.5

18 REV18-0223 5G Verizon Greenhaven Dr -7236 EBI 3/16/2018

Samsung 

NAU127 220 27.5 4 29.49 0.89 3 1.78 25.35 610 26.2 26

Samsung 

NAU110 330 110 27.5 4 29.49 0.89 3 1.78 25.35 610 26.2 26 6.5 <1.5 36 <6 <1.5

19 REV18-0276 5G Verizon Roberts River Way - 7760 EBI 3/28/2018

Samsung 

NAU128 20 27.5 4 29.49 0.89 3 1.78 25.35 610 26.3 26.8

Samsung 

NAU110 270 110 27.5 4 29.49 0.89 3 1.78 25.35 610 26.3 26.8 6.6 <1.5 36 <4 <1.5

20 REV18-0323 5G Verizon Florin Rd - 660 EBI 4/10/2018

Samsung 

NAU129 210 27.5 4 29.49 0.89 3 1.78 25.35 610 26.2 26 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 6.6 <1.5 36 <4 <1.5

1900 4 46.02 40 2.4 160 4.85 489

2100 4 46.02 40 1.1 160 6.15 659

1900 4 46.02 40 2.4 160 4.85 489
2100 4 46.02 40 1.1 160 6.15 659

1900 4 46.02 40 2.4 160 4.85 489

2100 4 46.02 40 1.1 160 6.15 659

1900 4 46.02 40 2.4 160 4.85 489
2100 4 46.02 40 1.1 160 6.15 659

1900 4 46.02 40 2.4 160 4.85 489

2100 4 46.02 40 1.1 160 6.15 659

1900 4 46.02 40 2.4 160 4.85 489

2100 4 46.02 40 1.1 160 6.15 659

1900 4 46.02 40 2.4 160 4.85 489

2100 4 46.02 40 1.1 160 6.15 659
1900 4 46.02 40 2.4 160 9 1,270
2100 4 46.02 40 1.1 160 9.2 1,331

4G Only Sites

Appendix I
5 G Only Sites

Note : Amphenol CUUT360X06F omni antenna apature is 2 feet 

Note : Samsung NAU110 antenna apature is 1.5 feet and Horizontal Beam Width is 6 degrees
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Appendix III            

                 Statement of Experience 



STATEMENT OF EXPERIENCE
Jerrold Talmadge Bushberg, Ph.D., DABMP, DABSNM, FAAPM, FHPS

Dr. Jerrold Bushberg has performed health and safety analysis for RF & ELF transmissions systems since
1978 and is an expert in both health physics and medical physics.  The scientific discipline of Health
Physics is devoted to radiation protection, which, among other things, involves providing analysis of
radiation exposure  conditions,  biological effects  research, regulations and  standards  as  well  as
recommendations regarding the use and safety of ionizing and non-ionizing radiation.  In addition,  Dr.
Bushberg has extensive experience and lectures on several related topics including medical physics,
radiation protection, (ionizing and non-ionizing), radiation biology, the science of risk assessment and
effective risk communication in the public sector.

Dr. Bushberg's doctoral dissertation at Purdue University was on various aspects of the biological effects
of microwave radiation.  He has maintained a strong professional involvement in this subject and has
served  as  consultant  or  appeared  as  an expert  witness  on  this  subject to  a  wide  variety  of
organizations/institutions including, local governments, school districts, city planning departments, 
telecommunications companies, the California  Public Utilities Commission, the California Council on
Science and Technology, national and international news organizations, and the U.S. Congress.  In
addition, his consultation services have included detailed computer based modeling of RF exposures as
well as on-site safety inspections. Dr. Bushberg has performed RF & ELF environmental field
measurements and recommend appropriate mitigation measures for numerous transmission facilities
in order to assure compliance with  FCC and other safety regulations and standards.  The consultation
services  provided  by  Dr. Bushberg are based on his professional  judgement  as  an independent
scientist, however they are not intended to necessarily represent the views of any other organization. 

Dr. Bushberg is a member of the main scientific body of International Committee on Electromagnetic
Safety (ICES) which reviews and evaluates the scientific literature on the biological effects of nonionizing
electromagnetic radiation and establishes exposure standards. He also serves on the ICES Risk
Assessment Working Group that is responsible for evaluating and characterizing the risks of nonionizing
electromagnetic radiation. Dr. Bushberg was appointed and is serving as a member of the  main scientific
council of the National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements (NCRP). He is also the Senior
Scientific Vice-President of the NCRP and chairman of the NCRP Board of Directors. Dr. Bushberg has
served as chair of the NCRP scientific committee on Radiation Protection in Medicine and he continues
to serve as a member of this committee as well as the NCRP scientific advisory committee on
Non-ionizing Radiation Safety. The NCRP is the nation’s preeminent scientific radiation protection
organization, chartered by Congress to evaluate and provide expert consultation on a wide variety of
radiological health issues. The current FCC RF exposure safety standards are based, in large part, on the
recommendations of the NCRP.  Dr. Bushberg holds several radiation detection technology patents and
was awarded the NCRP  Sinclair Medal for "Excellence in Radiation Science" in 2014. Dr. Bushberg was
elected to the International Engineering in Medicine and Biology Society Committee on Man and
Radiation (COMAR) which has as its primary area of responsibility the examination and interpreting
the biological effects of non-ionizing electromagnetic energy and presenting its findings in an
authoritative and professional manner.  Dr. Bushberg also served for several years as a member of a six
person U.S. expert delegation to the international  scientific community on Scientific and Technical 
Issues for Mobile Communication Systems established by the FCC  and the FDA Center for Devices and
Radiological Health.

Dr. Bushberg is a full member of the Bioelectromagnetics Society, the Health Physics Society and the
Radiation Research  Society.  Dr.  Bushberg  received  both a  Masters  of  Science  and  Ph.D.  from  the
Department  of  Bionucleonics at  Purdue  University.  Dr.  Bushberg  is a fellow of the American
Association of Physicists in Medicine, a fellow of the National Health Physics Society and is certified by
several national professional boards with specific sub-specialty certification in radiation protection and
medical physics.  Prior to coming to California,  Dr. Bushberg was on the faculty of Yale University
School of Medicine.
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